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Abs tract 

Deposition of canyovet, the molten or partially molten smelt particies, in kraft recovery 

boilers is primarily a function of velocity, temperature, and liquid content of the 

carryover upon impact on heat transfer surfaces. In tbis study, an algorithm to track the 

velocity, temperature, and liquid content of carryover was developed and integrated 

within a wmmercidy available wmputational fluid dynamics (CFD) package. The 

aigorithm was used to track Na2S04-NaCl-K2S04 containing particles numericdly seeded 

within CFD simulations of the gas flow through an EFR and a simplified mode! of the 

upper furnace of a kraft recovery boiler. The predicted particle velocity, temperature, and 

Iiquid content results agreed well with the EFR impact and deposition experimental data. 

The upper furnace partide temperature and liquid content results predict, under the 

simptified conditions considereâ, that deposits will fonn primary on the first and second 

platens of a clean biler while in a fouled boiler deposits stop growing on the first platea 

but continue to grow on the sccond platea. In both boiler cases, smaller particles deposit 

unifody across the height of the tubes in superhater section while larger particles 

prefetentially deposit on the upper part of the tubes and the top wd. These resuits are in 

agreement with literatwe and other numericd snidies. 
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1. Introduction 

Kraft recovery boilers are used in pulp and paper mills to bum black liquor, a by-product 

of chemical pulping, to recycle the pulping chernids and to generate power [18]. A 

schematic diagram of a kraf& recovexy biler is shown in Figure 1.1. The accumulation of 

h i d e  deposits on heat transfer surfaces may cause problems mch as plugging of flue 

gas passages and decreasing the boiler heat transfer performances. It is important to have 

a fundamental understanding of the particle deposition mechanism due to importance to 

the operation of a recovery boiler [ 18,47,45]. 

Deposits in the upper h a c e  are fomed by three types of particles: fume, intemediate 

size particles, and canyover. Fume is sub-micron sized solid particle which is generated 

as a result of condensation of aikali vapors in the flue gas. Fume particles form deposits 

mainiy in the generating bank and the ecunomizer [47,44]. Intermediate-sized particles 

are in the size range of 1-100 pm and they are formed as a result of physical ejection of 

materials a d o r  hgmentation of black liquor char particles [50]. Canyover particles 

range in size between 100 pm and 3 mm and form hard and tenacious deposits on heat 

transfer surfaces. Carryover which is pariialiy oxidized smelt a d o r  unbumed black 

liquor is entrained in the flue gas and is carried to the upper fumace [47]. 



Figure 1.1 Schernatic diagram of a kraj recovev boiler 

Deposits on heat tramfer surfaces in the upper fumace are mainly fomed by carryover 

particles. Carryover particles may strike and adhere to the tube surfaces depending on the 

flue gas temperature, boiler operating conditions, and the concentration and composition 

of carryover particles in the flue gas [47]. 



The conditions in a kraft recovery boiler are complex due to the high gas temperame and 

it is not feasible to conduct experimmts in the boiier. Therefore, an entrainecl flow 

resictor @FR) was constnicted at the University of Toronto to study the dynamics of 

carryover deposition and parameters affecting the deposition process. These parameters 

include particle size, composition (chloride, potassium and carbonate) and velocity, EFR 

temperature, gas velocity, and the surface temperature of the deposit-collecting probe. 

Previous studies [41] clearly indicate that the dynamic deposition of carryover on the 

probe is primariiy a function of the liquid content of the carryover u p n  impact. 

Secondary parameters that affect deposition are carryover impact velocity and 

temperature. 

Synthetic carryover composition, size and residence time and EFR operating conditions 

determine the liquid content, temperature and velocity of the synthetic carryover [42]. 

A quantitative measure of the deposit growth rate requires knowledge of carryover liquid 

content, temperature and velocity at the cime of impact with the heat tramfer surface. 

T'herefore, the objective of this thesis is the development of a Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD)-based algorithm to predict carryover temperature and liquid content as 

a function of particle size and composition. Direct dwelopment and substantiation of 

mch an aigorithm would be difficult for the convection section of the boiler, however the 

weaith of experirnental data h m  the EFR under weii-controlled conditions provides an 

excellent database and will be used to dwelop the algorithm. The particle-tracking 

algorithm will then be used to describe the path, temperature, and liquid content history 

of individual particle through a simplified upper b a c e  mode1 of a kraft recovery boiier. 



The relwant titerature related to the objective of the present study is reviewed in Chapter 

2. Chapter 3 describes the EFR, its component., and operating conditions. The 

numerid methods are described in Chapter 4 including a general description of the finite 

volume method used to predict velocity and temperature fields, a detailed description of 

the particle temperature and liquid content tracking aigorithm and finally the details of 

the EFR and the simplified upper furnace models. The results of the EFR and upper 

funiace simulations are given in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, practical implications to this 

study are presented followed by the conclusions and recommendations in Chapters 7 and 

8, respectively. 



2. Literature Review 

2.1 Fireside Deposits 

In the kraft pulping pmcess a caustic solution of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium 

suifide (NazS), called white liquor, is used to dissoive the lignin content of the wood and 

separate the wood fibres [18]. The spent pulping liquor, called black liquor, contains 

pulping chemicais and dissolved substances. n i e  pulping chernicals are recovered by 

concentrating the black liquor and burning it in a kraft recovery boiler. The recovery 

boiler has two main fûnctions: to recover and recycle the inorganic pulping chernicais, 

and to generate power and s tem h m  the combustion of organic materials in black 

liquor (11. 

Black liquor, on 3 dry bais, contains 40 to 50 % inorganic material, making it one of the 

highest ash containhg industrial fuels. As black liquor is bumed in the h a c e ,  the high 

ash content and the low melting temperature of the ash cause problems associated with 

fly-ash deposition on heat tninsfer surfaces in the convective section. The growth of 

deposits reduces the heat transfer efficiency of the boiler and r d t s  in a lower 

superheater stem production rate [47]. Massive deposits may cestrict the flue gas flow 

in the upper furnace and lead to costly uascheduled boiler shut downs. 



There are threc basic types of fly ash particles laden in recovery boiler flue gases [47]: 

carryover, h e ,  and intermediate-sized particles. 

canyovr. 

Carryover deposits are formed by the inertial impaction of molten or partially molten 

smelt particles, or entrained black liquor droplets on the heat transfer d a c e s .  As black 

liquor is sprayed into the boiler, droplets over the size range of 0.5 to 5 mm form and 

undergo four stages of physical change: drying, devolatilization, char burning, and smelt 

reaction. During drying, the black liquor sweUs to roughly 3-4 times the initial volume. 

The black liquor solids continue to swell during the devolatilization or pyrolysis process, 

and the maximum swollen volume is reached at the end of tbis stage [54]. During this 

stage the organic material of the particles are degaded into ta. and pyrolysis gases [17]. 

Some entrainment of particles in the flue gas concurrently occurs as particles increase in 

size and density decreases [2]. Carryover has a composition similar to partially or Mly 

oxidized smelt as shown in Figure 2.l(a). Carryover particles mainly contain 60-70% 

- sodium carbonate, 20-30% sodium sulphide and a small hction of unbumed organic 

materials 1471. However, the composition of carryover changes as it traveis to the upper 

fumace, where most of sodium sulphide is oxidized to sodium mlphate. Also, carbonates 

and some alkali compounds fonn sulphates d e r  reacting with the sulphur compounds in 

the flue gas. A typical carryover deposit has a composition shown in Figure 2.l(b). 



Figure 2.1 Composiiion of oxidued smelt (a) and canyover deposition (b) [47] 

Fume: 

Fume formation is a result of condensation of sodium and potassium vapour in the flue 

gas. Fume particles are in the size range of 0.1 to 1 pm and they form white and usually 

sofi deposits (451. Due to the redudon condition in the lower fumace, the sulphur in the 

flue gas is in the form of reduced sulphur gases such as H2S. The H2S in the flue gas is 

converted to S 0 2  due to the oxidizing environment in the upper h a c e .  The Sa then 

reacts with hydroxides and produce suiphates 1451. As illustrated in Figure 2.2 fbme 

mainly contains sodium sulphate and a small amount of sodium carbonate. It has higher 

contents of chloride and potassium compared tu carryover. Fume composition is @y 

infiuenced by the bed temperature in the lower funiace; more fume is produced in boilers 

operating at bigh bed temperatures 



(a) @) 

Figure 2.2 Composition offime deposits in lowerficrnuce (a) and upperfimace (b) 

intemiediate-sized particles: 

intemiediate-sized particles are formed during the devolatilization stages of black liquor 

combustion. The eruption of water and pyrolysis gases h m  the surface of the liquor 

dmps during combustion resuits in the ejection of liquor droplets, in the size range of 1 - 
100 pm, into the flue gas. Also, impaction of large molten particles on a tube surface can 

result in the ejection of tiny droplets, forming intermediate-sized particles. The chernical 

composition of the intemediate particles is close to that of an oxidized smelt [41]. 

Since deposits are a mixture of carryover, fume particles, aad intermediate-sized 

parricles, their composition lies among thai of these three, with varying sulfate and 

carbonate composition in different locations in the biler. 



2.1.1 Themal and Radiative hoperties of Fueside Deposits 

Since deposit composition varies with location in the boiler, thennal and radiative 

pmpezties also Vary. Like most mixtures of chernid compounds, recovery boiler 

deposits have two distinct melting temperatirres. The first melting temperature and the 

complete melting temperature. The first melting temperature is the temperature at which 

the deposit begins to melt and the h t  liquid phase appears in the deposit. The çomplete 

melting temperature is the temperature above which the deposit is completely molten. 

There are two other important temperatma between the fkst melting and complete 

melting ternperatures: The sticky temperature, Tm at whiçh the deposit contains enough 

liquid content (- 15 to 20 %) to become sticky, and the radical deformation temperature, 

Tm defined to be the temperature at which the liquid content of the deposit is so high 

(- 70 %) that the deposit nins off the surface [45]. n ie  sticky temperature and radical 

deformation temperature are important parameters in determinhg the rate of deposition 

in the superheater and boiler bank regions [ 17,44,47]. 

The radiative properties of particles and deposits on heat transfer surfaces have a large 

impact on the heat üansfer rate in a kraft recovery furnace [53]. Understanding the 

thennal properiies of deposits, and deposit formation may improve strategies for cleauhg 

the heat tra~~~fei. surfaces and increasing mtime between boiler shutdowns [53]. 

Radiation pmperties of black liqudr char, smelt and ash can be approximated by the large 

particle limit since these particles are typically -ter than 100 pm in diameter, which is 

larger than the wavelength of hhred radiation in the fumace [53]. The emission or 

absorption by the inorganic materials entrained by combustion gases in recovery fumaces 

are not significant compared to those h m  H20 and C a  gases. However, fume has a 



large effect on radiative scattering especially if the fume particles are formed by 

condensation of inorganic vapors in the upper furnace and convection section 1531. 

Figure 2.3 shows the scatterhg and absorption efficiencies of ash particles as a funciion 

of temperature and particle diameter. 

Figure 2.3 Absorption and scattering eflciencies for spherical particles of recovery 
boiter ash [53] 

Black liquor, char and molten smelt deposits have high emissivities that decrease with 

temperature. However, t'urne deposits have a low emissivity that decreases with 

temperature of the radiation source as shown in Figure 2.4. The fume deposits appear 

white in the visible range of the radiative spectmm since they have a low emissivity. 



Figure 2.4 Ernissivity correlutio~~~for black iiquor. &ed solfi,  char, molten smeit 
undfime deposits [53] 

in the lower furnace, values of surface absorpûvity and emissivity are high (- 0.9) since 

char and molten smelt f o m  deposits on the h a c e  walls. in the upper funiace, fume 

deposits on the walls are the cause for much lower emissivity (- 0.4) [53]. 

2.1.2 The Effect of Chlonde and Potassium on Deposit Stickiness 

Both chloride and potassium fower deposit melting temperatures, however, their impact 

on deposit thermal properties is different [47]. Chloride with a concentration higher than 

1 mole % CY(Na+K) does not lower the deposit's first melting temperature. However, 

an increase in deposit chloride content at temperatutes higher than the 6rst melting 

temperature, increasea the deposit Iiquid content. Figure 2.5 shows the sticky 

temperature zone as a function of chioride content for a typicai carryover deposit 

contaiaing 5 mole % K/(Na+K). As the chioride content increases h m  1.5 mole% to 9 

mole% CV(Na+K), the sticky tempcrature decmses Ecwi 70O0C to S60°C. 



Figure 2.5 The effect of chloride on the sticky temperature zone [47] 

Potassium lowers the h t  melting temperature as its concentration increases. However, 

potassium concentration has almost no impact on deposit liquid content. Figure 2.6 

shows the sticky temperature of carryover deposits as a fiindon of chloride and 

potassium content. 

O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 2û 

CV(Na+K), mde% 

Figure 2.6 The e@t of chloride and potassium on sticky remperahue [46] 



The dinezffice between the effect of chloride and potassium content impIies thai the 

sticky temperature and radical deformation temperature are prllnarily a function of 

cbioride content in the deposits and not potassium. 

Since at a given temperature the liquid content is a fùnction of composition, 

understanding of phase equiiibrium and the effect of ionic materiais on the first melting 

temperature is of great importance [48]. As discussed before, canyover deposits mainIy 

contain Na2S04, Na2C03, Na2S, NaCl and potassium saits. The phase equiiibrium 

invoiving muitiwmponent ionic wmpounds, mch as carryover deposits, is very complex 

and thecefore the system is simplified into binary systems. 

The binary system of Na2S04-NaCl, show in Figure 2.7, forms a eutectic mixture. 

Figure 2.7 Phase diagram of the Vstem Na2SOpNaCI [l I ]  



in a eutectic mixture, the two compouuds have Merent crystal structures and stay in 

their individuai crystal forms at temperatures below the eutectic temperature. Above the 

eutectic temperature and in the liquid phase region of the diagram, the compounds 

dissolve in each other and fom a melt that contains individuai ions. The ionic melt 

solidifies and becornes a mixture of original compounds, when it is cooled to a 

temperature below the eutectic temperature. Examples of binary systerns that form a 

eutectic mixture are Na2S04-Na2C&, Na2S04-K2S04 and NaCl-KCl[48]. 

2.1.3 The Role of Particle Liquid Content in Canyover Deposition 

Deposit stickiness is an important parameter to determine the deposition rate of carryover 

particles on heat tramfer d a c e s .  Previous studies by Isaak et al. showed that deposit 

stickiness under static conditions is a function of liquid phase [25,26]. Since Isaak's 

experiments were based on stagnant conditions, the effect of particle size, composition, 

and velocity were not taken into accomt. nierefore, Shenassa [41] conducted further 

studies on the effect of liquid content on carryover deposition using an Entraineci Flow 

Reactor (EFR). The EFR was designed to simulate the conditions particles experience 

during their passage through the superheater s d o n  of the boiler. Snidies [41] showed 

that temperature, chloride content and particle size have a significant effèct on the 

deposition of synthetic Na2S04-NaC1 particles. When the gas temperature in the EFR 

wss about 800 O C ,  there was little deposit forme. on the deposit-çollecting probe until the 

cbloride content exceeded 3 moleoh CV(Na+K). However, when the EFR gas 

temperature was incfea~ed to 880 O C ,  a lower amount of chloride content, about 1 mole% 

CV(Na+K), was requved for deposition to occur [42]. It was concluded that a higher gas 



temperature results in a higher particle temperature and liquid contenteut, iherefore lower 

chloride content is required for particles to deposit [42]. Further, it was suggested îhat 

since large parîicles (- 590 pn) can not be cooled as fast as srnail particles they will 

contain higher liquid content in the superheater region [42]. 

For a deposit to be sticky, it must contain sufficient amount of liquid phase, which 

increases with temperature and chloride content at the temperature above the h t  melting 

temperature [47]. Massive deposit accumulation occurs only when the deposit is in the 

temperature range between the sticky and radical defonnation temperature. The region 

bounded by these two temperatures is called the sticky zone. Deposits with temperatures 

outside the sticky zone, either do not have enough liquid phase to be sticky or their liquid 

content is so great that they slag and do not build up [45]. 

2.1.4 Particle Transport Mechanisrns 

Deposition of carryover particles on heat transfer d a c e s  is affecteci by partide size, gas 

flow characteristics, heat transfer surface conditions and tube geometry [47]. Particles 

can be transporteci to heat transfer surfaces by several mechanisms mch as: molecular 

difhsion, brownian motion, themiophomis, turbulent eddy impaction and inertial 

impaction [24]. 

Molecular diffusion is most significant for particles smaller than 0.1 pm [471. These 

particles obey the gas law based on kinetic theory and they foilow the flue gas 

streamIines with velocities close to those of gas moiecules. Particles' collision rate and 

th& mean fke path depend on their concentration in the gas stream. 



Brownian motion applies to particles in the size range of O. 1 pm to 1 p. These particles 

collide with gas molecuies thus they move randody in the gas stream. Extemal forces 

such as inertid or magnetic forces can aiso affect the motion of these particles [23]. 

The motion of particles toward a colder region in a gas wiîh a temperature gradient is due 

to a force called thennophoresis. This force is more significant for particles in the size 

range of 0.1 pm to 10 p. The magnitude of the themial force depends on gas and 

particle properties, as well as the temperature gradient. This thexmal force is due to the 

uneven collision of gas molecuies on the warm side causing particle transport towards the 

colder side, which cm result in particle deposition on a cold h c e  [23]. 

The turbulent eddy impaction mechanism applies to particles larger than 1 p. Particles 

deposit on the surfaces because of the fluctuating velocity components of gas eddies in 

the turbulent boundary layer. The gas eddies in the turbulent boundary layer give enough 

momentum to particles to transport them across the laminar mb-layer and deposit them 

on the heat transfkr surfaces. 

For larger particles, inertial impaction is the dominant transport mechanism. These 

particles have a much greater mass and therefore much m e r  inertia within the carrier 

gas. As a resuit they have sufficient momentum to move independently of local 

variations in the gas flow pattem and impact on the heat tramfer tubes [24]. 



2.1.5 Curvilinear Motion of Particles 

A particle laden flue gas flowing across a tube will have curvilinear streamlines. 

Depending on particle size, tube geometry, gas velocity and gas properties, the particles 

may contain sufficient inertia to deviate fiom the flue gas streamlines and hit the tube 

d a c e .  A dimensionless number d e d  the Stokes number (Stk) is inûoduced to 

characterize the cudinear motion of particles. It is defined as the ratio of the stopping 

distance of a particle to a characteristic dimension of the obstacle [24]. The Stokes 

number for a flow perpendicular to a cyiinder of diameter Dt can be expressed as [23]: 

velocity, and gas viscosity. Figure 2.8 shows the gas flow and particle trajectories around 

a circular tube. 

Gasstreïam Particle stream 

Figure 2.8 Pamcie trajectories amnd a circular cyiinder (551 



When Stk » 1, particies continue moving in a straight line when the gas turns; when 

Stk 1, particles fo1Iow the gas streamiines. As the Stokes number approaches zero, 

particles foiiow the flue gas streamlines perfectly. Equation [2-11 is valid for particles 

with R% < 1, where particle Re number is expressed as: 

Israel and Ronsner defined a generalized Stokes nurnber [27], called effective Stokes 

number S h ,  to account for the non-Stokesian drag on the particles. The effective 

Stokes number is defined as: 

Stken = Stk *y (Rep) [2-3] 

where the non-stokes drag correction factor is defuied as [38,55]: 

w(Re,) = 18.99 ~e,-'" -47.77 tan-' (0.3975 ~e , " ' )  / ~ e ,  [241 

2.2 Plugging in KraA Recovery Boiler 

Plugging pattern differ throughout the boiler since the deposit chemistry, deposit 

formation mechanism and flue gas flow vary significandy with location in the boiler. in 

the Iowa mperheater, deposits are mostly formed by carryover particles since the gas 

temperature is too hi& about 800 OC, for vapors to condense. Molten carryover particles 

hit the tubes and forrn a hard deposit on the tube surfaces. However, as the deposit grows 

thicker, the outer mrfàce temperature reaches the tadical defonnation temperature thus 

the deposit slags and stops growing. As a result plugging does not occur in this region 

WI. 
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in the upper superhater, the flue gas temperature ranges h m  700 OC to 800 OC which is 

the sticky temperature zone for typical deposits. In this region, canyover particles are 

always sticky and they form depusiîs that continue to p w .  Also, condensation takes 

place on cooled tube surfaces since the flue gas temperature is low. Therefore, massive 

deposit accumulation and plugging occurs in this section. Figure 2.9 shows the deposit 

accumulation pattern in a typical recovery boiler [47]. - - 
- +  
- .  - 0 

Flue 

Fumace 
Wall 

Figure 2.9 Deposit acctimulation paitern in superheater region [47] 

At the boiler bank inlet, the flue gas temperature ranges fiom 550 O C  to 700 OC which is 

close to the minimum sticky temperature. Therefore, carryover particles may or may not 

form depasits dependhg on their composition. At the centre of the boiler bank and 

economizer regions, fume is the dominant deposit since the flue gas temperature is tm 

low for carryover particle to be sticky. Fume deposits are usually easy to remove udess 

a suitable condition exists that d e s  them resistant to sootbIowing and that causes 

plugging in the generating bank 1471. 



2.3 Numerical Modeling of Dilute Gas-Particle Flows 

A dilute gas-particle flow is a flow in which the 1 0 4  aerodynamic forces govem the 

particle motion. In a dense gas-particle dow, the particle motion is controlled by particle- 

particle collision [ 121. 

The dilute or dense nature of a flow depends on loading, and increasing the loading leads 

to a dense flow. The relative volume of particles in a gas flow is quantified by the 

volume hction. Specifically, the volume ûaction is the volume of a phase (discrete 

phase, for example) per unit volume of mixture [12]. If the particle concentration is low 

enough such that the presence of the particles does not affect the gas flow, each particle 

can be treated individually [39]. 

There are two approaches used to mode1 partidate two-phase flows [4], a Lagrangian or 

'üacking' method and an Eulerian or 'two-fluid' method. 

In the Lagrangian approach particles are treated as a discrete phase in the carrier fluid and 

th& trajectories are calculated. Using a Lagrangian refetence h e ,  a particle source 

t m  is estimated for each wmputational ce11 visited by the particle to account for the 

couplhg between the fluid and the particles [4]. Particle position, temperature, 

composition and velocity can al1 be obtained by integrating ordinary differential 

equations representing conservation of motion and energy [7]. 

in the Eulerian method, the cIoud of particles is treated as a continuum and appropriate 

goveniing equations are solved for both phases. The source tenns in the continuum 

equations for both phases accounts for the munial wupiing. Eulerian models have found 

applications mainly in two-phase flows, w h m  the knowledge of the exact position and 

velocity of wery particle in the flow is aot necessary 17. 



2.3.1 Particle Velocity in Diiute Two-Phase Flow Systems 

When a particle, or a cloud of particles of low concentration, is introduced into a fluid the 

response of the particle depends on the relative velocity of the particle and the fluid. In 

this thesis work it is assumed that particle-particle interaction is negligible and the 

presence of the particle does not have a significant effect on the flow pattern. If the 

particle velocity is different h m  the gas velocity a force, called drag force, is exerted by 

the gas on the particle and it depends on the relative velocity [3 1,391. The equation of 

motion of a single particle is 

du 
m , y =  " P g + - ~ , ~ p : ( u ,  1 -u,)(u, -~,I+F. 

8 

where m,, Up, CD, and Fx are respectively particle 
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mas,  particle velocity, drag 

coefficient, and other forces such as buoyancy. At very srnail Reynolds nurnbers 

(Re - 0.1), the flow is calleci Stokes flow and the dtag coefficient is defined as 

24 
CD =- 

Re, 

and at high Reynolds number (Re, - IO') the drag coefficient becomes approximately 

constant at about 0.4 [31]. However, in the intermediate range of Reynolds number, 

which is the range of current practicai interest, the drag coefficient value becomes a 

complicated function of Re. There are several equations in the literature for caiculating 

the drag coefficient of spherical particles moving in a fluid. Morsi and Alexander 

proposed the following three-parameter general wnelation [3 11 



where ai, a2 and a are constants thaî apply for smooth particles for several ranges of 

Reynolds number. Table 2-1 shows the constant values at different RQ ranges [3 11. 

Table 2-1 The value of the conrtunts over several Re number ranges [31] 

The drag coefficient calculated using this correlation is within 1-2% of experimental data 

For non-spherical particles, the following correlation is proposeci by Haider and 

where 

and 0 is the particle shape factor which is defined as the ratio of the surface of a sphere 

having the same volume as the non-sphere particle to the actual surface area of the non- 

Particles may reach their temird velocity, Vst, as thcy travel through the EFR. 



The terminal velocity is reached d e n  the drag force acting on the particle is baianced by 

gravity force and can be determined h m  the equation 

0.5 

4PPDPg G=[ 1 .  [2- 101 

A triai and emx approach is needed to solve for Vsr since to caiculate the temiinal 

velocity the vaiue of CD is requkd, however, to obtain CD the particle Reynolds nurnba 

is needed, which caa be calculated if VsT is known [20]. 

2.3.2 Turbulent Dispersion of Particles 

. . 
Turbulence plays a dominant role in determining particle dynamics in the kraft recovery 

boilers and any redistic mode1 shouid account for the turbulent dispersion of particles 

[4]. There are two methods to mode1 the turbulent dispersion of particles; the cloud 

tracking method, and the stochastic meâhod [4,6]. 

in the Particle Cloud Tracking approach statistical methods are used to find the turbulent 

dispersion of particles about a mean trajectory. The mean üajectory is caiculated h m  an 

ensemble average of the equations of motion for the particles represented by the cloud. 

The ensemble average is computed by inttoducing particles with many different release 

times and avetaging the resuIts as a function of resideace time [8]. If the flow is at steady 

state, the ensemble average is independent of cesidence tirne. The cloud e n t a  the 

domain either as a point source or with an initiai diameter and expands due to turbulent 

dispersion as it is tmsported through the domain util it exits. The particle distriiution 

in the cloud is defined by a probability density function (PDF) based on the position in 

the cloud relative to the cloud center [7,16,293. 



The Stochastic method is a Lagrangian model that accounts for the effect of turbulent 

fluctuation on a particle trajectory using a random-walk approach. Each Particle is 

assumed to become entrained in large eddies as it moves through the flow [28]. In each 

eddy the properties are assumeci to be constant but the properties change randomly fiom 

one eddy to the 0 t h .  The particle is assumed to interact with eddies if the particle 

displacement in the eddy is smaller than a characteristic eddy size and particle interaction 

time is smaller than an eddy lifetime. This method is based on a statistical appmach and 

a large number of phc les  should be üacked to obtain reiiabie statistical information 

[8,161. 

The stochastic method accounts for local variations in the flow such as temperatUrey 

velocity, and species concentration and since it is recommended for complex geometries 

it is applied in the present boiler study. 

2.3.3 Particle Temperature Estimation 

To determine the temperature of a particle moving in a fluid; mass, energy and 

momentum equations should be solved for both phases. Different approaches have been 

used to accomplish this task. Han [21] proposed a two-fluid model approach leading to a 

system of equations for both phases. Conversely, Michelides [30] simulated the two- 

phase flow as one M d  with variable density and heat capacity [9]. There are some 

simplified models pmposed based on the solution of the heat transfer to the particles 

without considering the dynamical coupling. Some of the basic assumptions made in 

these simplified models are: 

i) each particle has a uniform temperature* ii) the loading ratio is relatively smaii, 



iii) particles hiive no effect on the fluid dynamic characteristics and iv) particle relative 

velocity is usually assumed to be zero [9]. Some of these assumptions, especially 

assumption iv), are too restrictive. Velocity measurements of the particles in a vertical 

tube by Tsuji [49] indicate that there are significant diffeffflce between the velocities of 

the flue gas and those of the 200-p particles. Thesefore, to yield better numerical 

results Avila and Cervantes [5]  p roposed an Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. They 

modeled the turbulent gas flow by a standard k-E model and the particle flow by 

Lagrangian simulation. This model is more realistic in temis of considering the dynamics 

of gas-particle flows [9]. 

A particle moving through a fluid is heated by convection and radiation heat transfer if its 

temperature is m l e r  than the carrier gas and sunoudings. A h ,  energy transfer occurs 

by conduction h m  the particle surface to its interior and temperatures at interior 

positions increase until the particle reaches steady-state [13]. Heisler [22] developed 

charts for detennining wmplete temperature histories in spheres, cylinders, and plates 

- based on the Biot number, Bi. Biot number is defined as particle internai resistance to 

heat coaduction to resistance to convection amss the fluid boundary layer and is 

where Lc is particle characteristic length and kp is particle thermal conducîivity. Lc is 

defined as the ratio of the particle's volume to surface area. For spheres it is quai to 

d46. If Bi 1, it can be assumed that the temperature distriiution across the particle is 

uniforni since the resistance to conduction is small, compare to the tesistancc to 



convection [13]. In this study, the particle temperature estimation is based on a Iumped 

capacitance mode1 since the Biot number is small[41]. 

2.4 Numerical Modeling of Kraft Recovery Boilers 

Obtaining a quantitative measure of the deposit growth rate is difficult in a boiler due to 

the high gas temperature and hostile environment. An alternative is to use numerical 

models to predict carryover deposition in the superheater section. Although a number of 

numericd models of kraft recovery boilers have been developed, very little has been done 

to predict deposit formation in the boiler. This is mostly due to the cornplexity of the 

deposition mechanism and lack of an algorithm that p d c t s  the particle tiquid content 

which has a significant role in deposition. Most numerical works are focused on solving 

the flue gas flow in the boiler and rnodeling the black liquor combustion. Ftue gas flow 

through the upper furnace of the biler was simulated by Shen et al [40] to examine the 

sensitivity of the velocity and temperature fields to some modeling assumptions. A 

mathematical model of the recovery boiler char bed and black liquor combustion was 

developed by Grace et al. [19]. Modeling studies have recently focused on aerosol 

dynamics and fume deposits in recovery boilers. Wessel et al. studied the effect of 

scattering by fume particles on radiative heat tramfer in kraft recovery boiler [531. 

Concurrent to îhe present study, Wessel et al. [52] developed an aigorithm for deposit 

growth and properties that was implemented in a three-dimensional model of a recovery 

boiler. 



2.5 Summary 

Deposition of wryova particles on heat transfer surfaces of kraft recovery boiler causes 

problems such as plugging of flue gas passages and decreasing heat tnuisfer 

performances. In prwious studies it was found that the tendency for carryover particles, 

the pred&t component of deposits in the superIieater section, to stick to a surfhce is 

primdy a function of particle liquid content. Fundamentai studies have been perfomied 

on deposition of carryover particles on mled surfaces. However, there is limitecl work 

on particle temperature and liquid content measurement and estimation. Therefore, the 

present work focuses on: i) ihe devetopment of a transient numerical mode1 to predict 

carryover temperature and liquid content, ii) prediction of temperature and liquid content 

of particles in the EFR, and iii) prediction of carryover temperature and Iiquid content in 

the upper fumace of a kraft recovery boiler. 



3. The Entrained Flow Reactor 

In order to study the dynamics of deposition of carryover particles on superheater tube 

surfaces in kraft reçovery boilers, a large laboratory-scale Entrained Flow Reactor (EFR) 

was built at the University of Toronto by Shenassa [41]. The EFR, show schematically 

in Figure 3.1 simulates the conditions carryovet particles experience during th& passage 

rhrough a kraft recovery boikr canvection section. 

3.1 Entrained Flow Reactor Components 

The EFR is a dom-flow laminar unit which consists of a gas combustion section, a 

heated section, and a non-heated section. The gas combustion section is located at the 

top of the heated section and it burns naturai gas to produce flue gas wiîh a temperature 

up to 1200°C. The generated flue gas passes through a honeycomb flow straightener 

prior to entering the heated section. Therefore, a uniforrn gas flow is provided in the 

reactor. The heated section is made up of five tubular fumaces that each c m  be 

controlled up to a maximum temperature of 1350°C. The deposit-colking probe is 

positionai in the non-hatd sedon. This section which is located beiow the last h a c e  

of the heated section, makes deposit colfection and optical measurement easia. An 

insulated chamber is used to cover this section to minirnize the heat lost by convection 

heat transfer. 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic diugram of the EFR, internai diameter 18.1 cm. heated section 

height 6 m [41] 



3.2 Entrained Flow Reactor Operathg Conditions 

in the gas combustion section naturai gas is bumed at a flow rate of 1 to 2.5 m3/h 

producing hot flue gas at a maximum velocity of 2.8-3 d s .  In this numericai study the 

gas velocity was set to 1.8 m/s since most of the previous experiments were performed at 

this velocity. The combustion gases generated in the combustion charnber are mixed 

with dilution air to produce gas with a desired temperature. To simulate the conditions in 

the upper part of the kraft recovery boiler, the temperature of the combustion gas entering 

the heated section and the EFR wail temperature were controlled at 800°C. However, 

when the gas enters the non-heated section its temperature decreases significantly. 

The gas has a unifonn fiow at the entrance of the heated section due to the presence of 

the honeycomb flow straightener. The experimentd results show that the design of EFR 

makes it almost impossible to have a tùlly developed flow inside the reactor. The reason 

is, the five tubes that fom the heated section of the EFR are not aiigned pedectly. 

Therefore, as the flue gas flow starts developing, its boundary layer gets disrupted by the 

joints between the tubes. 

The temperature of the deposit-colleçting probe, located in the non-heated section, is 

controlled at 500°C by cooled air. The probe is comected to an electromagnetic force 

compensation weight ce11 to measure the weight of particles depositing on the probe. 



3.3 Pressure Measurement 

The flue gas inside the reactor is exhausted to atmosphere via an induced clraft fan. The 

inlet of the fan is located below the non-heated section. The static pressure of the flue 

gas at the inlet of the fan is required for defining a pressure boundary condition at the 

flow outlet in the EFR model. To measure the static pressure of the gas a phot tube was 

used. The pitot tube was co~ected to a P3061 pressure transducer (Schaevitz Pressure 

Sensors, Durham instruments) in the range of 0-2 in H20. First, the pressure transducer 

was caiibrated using a digital manometer with a pressure range of 0-20 in H2O. Figure 

3.2 shows a schernatic diagram of the pressure transducer calibration setup. 

to atm. f valve 
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Schernatic diagram of the calibrarion setup 

The pressure of the airîlow was changed fiom O to 2 in HzO by adjusting the valve to 

determine a linear relationship between the output voltage and the static pressure. 

Mer caiïbration, the pitot tube was placed at the inlet of the fan to monitor the static 

pressure. Pitot tubes are usually used to measue gas velocity. However, in this study the 

tube connected to the centre hole of the pitot tube, which shows the total pressure of the 



gas, was open to the atmosphere. Therefore, the measured values show the gauge static 

pressure. Figure 3.3 shows the experimental setup for pressure measurements. 

Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram of the querimental setup fir measuring the staric 

pressure ot rhe inlet of the fan 

Figure 3.4 shows the measured gauge static pressure results. From these measured static 

pressure values the outlet boundary condition c m  be detennined at the exit of the exhaust 

section in the EFR model. The experimental mors in pressure measurements are 

associated with several factors such as; pitot tube vibration, pitot tube alignment in the 

flow, accuracy of the pressure transducer, and mors in calibraring the pressure 

transducer. 

to the 
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Figure 3.4 Measured siatic pressures ut the inlet ofthefan in the erhaust section 



4. Numerical Method 

As discussed eulier, carryover deposition is primanily detamiaed by velocity, 

temperature, and liquid content of the carryover particles upon impact on heat transfer 

surfaces. in this chapter an algorithm to track the velocity, temperature, and liquid 

content of canyover that can be integrated withul a commercially available 

computationai fluid dynarnics (Cm) package is described As pan of the simulation 

procedure the Navier-Stokes and energy equations are soived over the region of interest 

using the Finite Volume method to predict the velocity and temperature fields. Particle 

velocity and temperature are then predicted as they travel through the simulation region. 

A summary of the Finite Volume method is presented in the first section. in the section 

that foîlows, section 4.2, ttie particle velocity and temperature-tracking algorithm is 

presented. The details of the EFR and simplified mode1 of the upper fumace kraft 

recovery biler are given in sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectiveiy. 



4.1 The Finite Volume Method 

There are several methods which may be used to solve partial diffetentiai equations 

(PDE) that are approximated by a systern of aigebraic equations these inciude Finite 

Difference, Finite Element, Boundary Element, and Finite Volume. in this study the 

Finite Volume method was used since it is the most widely used method. 

A general conservation equation can be formuiated to describe the transport of mas, 

rnomentum, energy, turbulent kinetic energy, and dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic 

energy. If the dependent variable is denoted by @, the general equation for steady flow in 

Cartesian tensor notation is 

where ï is the diffusion coefficient, and q is the source tenn. The quantides of T and 

q , depend on the particular meaning of $. Ln the Finite Volume method, the integrai 

fonn of the conservation equation is used: 

Ip@v.nd.S = j ~ g r a d @ . n d ~ + J ~ * r i y z  [4-21 
s I a 

The first step in this method is to divide the amputational domain into non-overlapping 

small wntrol volumes (CVs) such that each CV mrrounds a grid point. The integral 

conservation equations are then applied to each CV in the wmputational domain to solve 

for al1 $ dehed at nodes. One of the main advantages of Finite Volume method is that 

the method is conservative. Le., m a s  and momenturn are conserveci [33]. 

In Figure 4.1 typical two-dimensionai (2D) and threedimensionai (3D) control volumes 

are show. 



(a) (5) 

Figure 4.1 A iypical CVfor a Cartesian a) 2D grid and b) 3 0  grid (141. 

They are quadrilateral and hexahedrai. Other shapes of CVs, e.g. uiangular and 

tetrahedral, can be used for complex gametries. For ease of development, the numerical 

method is developed in 2D; the extension to 3D is straightforward. 

4.1.1 Discretization of Goveming Equations 

Each term of the conservation equation is approximated over a CV. The source term, e.g. 

the gravitational body force in the momenrm equation, requires integration over the 

volume of a CV, while for convective and diffiisive ternis, the surface integral is 

evaluated on each surface of the CV. To approximate the source terni, the average value 

of the source tenn in the ceII is applied over the entire control volume. Therefore, the 

volume integrai in equation 4-1 is replaced by the product of the cell-averagd terni and 

the CV volume. 



If q, is constant or varies linearly within the CV, this approximation becornes exact; 

otherwise, it contains a second order error [14]. Higher order approximations require the 

values of q, at locations otber than the ce11 centre. 

For the convective and diffusive tenns, the sum of integrais over each surf' of the CV 

gives the total surface integral. To calculate the surface integral, the values of dependent 

variables need to be known dong each surface. Since this information is not available, 

an approximation is introduced to calculate the vaiues at the centre of the ce11 face (nodal 

values), i.e., e, w, n, s in Figure 4.1. A second order accurate approximation is used. 

Therefore, the surface integral is replaced by the product of the integrand at the ce11 face 

centre and the ce11 face area [ 141. 

where f i s  the index for each face of the CV and Sf is the face area. The values of 

dependent variable @, the gradient of @, and velocity are required in equation 4-4. These 

vaiues are not known and bey must be interpolateci h m  the ce11 centre values, i.e., at P, 

N, S, W, and E in Figure 4.1. In this study, different discretkation schemes are used to 

appmximate the diffhive and the convective terms. The second order accurate central 

differencing scheme (CDS) is used to approximate the diffusive term where a linear 

interpolation between the two nearest nodes is assumed. Therefore, the diffusive flux 

through face "e" is given by: 



when "e" is located midway between P and E. On a uuiform grid, the tmcation error is 

proportional to ( A X ) ~ .  For non-unifom grids, the m r  t m  is proportionai to the product 

of Ax and the grid expansion factor. 

The convective tenn is approximated using an upwind differencing scheme (UDS) since 

the centrai differencing scberne can result in non-physical oscillatory solutions [14,33]. 

In this method, the face values are derived from quantities in the cells upstream, relative 

to the direction of the flow. Referring to Figure 4.1, if the fi ow is fiom left to right, 4 is 

approximated as ee = $p. This approximation wiil never yield oscillatory solutions. 

However, it is only ûrst order accurate which causes au artificial or false diffusion [14]. 

There are several other upwind schemes including second order upwind, power law, and 

QUICK (Quadratic Upwind interpolation for Convective Kinematics). 

In second order upwind, the ce11 face value is computed using the following expression: 

$, =)+V) .G [4-61 

where, 

= celi centred value in the upstream cell. 

V) = gradient of $ in the upstream cell, 

As = displacement vector h m  the upstream cell centroid to the face centroid. 

From the divergence theorem V i  is detenniLled as: 

Here the face values &are computed by averaging @ h m  the two ceils adjacent to the 

face [6]. In this study a second order upwind scheme was used for all the momentum 

quations. 



Now thai we have each term of the consmation equation approximated over a CV, the 

discretization schemes are incorporated into equation 4-4. n i e  discretized transport 

equation, in general, is a noniinear algebraic equation and it is constnrcted at the centre of 

each CV: 

where the subscript nb tefers to neighbour cells, and ap and ad are the Iinearized 

coefficients for @ and and b contains ail discretized source terms. To solve equation 

4-8 an iterative process is required. 

4.1.2 Iterative Solution and the SIMPLE Algorithm 

The velocity components are govemed by the momenturn equations, which are particular 

cases of the general conservation equation for @ (where t$ = u and ï= p). TO solve the 

flow field, there are four equations, three momentum equations and one continuity 

equation, and four unknowns. However, in the source tenn of the momentum equation a 

pressure gradient term appears. There lies the real difficuity in the caiculation of the 

velocity field since there is no obvious equation for obtaining pressure [33]. The three 

most commonly used pressure -velocity coupling algorithms are: Semi-implicit Method 

for Pressure linked Equations (SIMPLE), SIMPLE Consistent (SIMPLEC), and Pressure- 

Implicit with Sp!itting of Operators (PISO). The SIMPLE algorithm is the most popular 

method and was first suggested by Patankar and Spalding [34]. The SIMPLE algorithm 

is shown schematicaily in Figure 4.2 and begins with an initial guessed value for pressure 

at al1 grid points. The guessed pressure field is then used to solve the momentun 

equations. Since the pressure field was guessed the resuiting velocity field will not 



satise the continuity equation. To i m p v e  the guessed pressure, a pressure correction 

terni based on the residual produced in the continuity equation is introduced: 

+P; = & h p ;  +b, 14-91 

where p' is the pressure correction and b, is the residual h m  the solution of the 

wntinuity equation. 

In the SIMPLE algorithm, once the pressure correction has been solved, the pressures and 

velocities at point "P" in Figure 4.1 are updated using equation (4- 10) and (4- 1 1 ): 

P P  = P; + p i  E 4  101 

wbere p ', p i .  and u:, are respectively the pressure correction, guessed pressure, and 

calculated velocity. The pressure t e m  in equation 4-1 1 is a discretized spatial denvative. 

Once the flow field is calculated, other discretization equations such as turbulent 

quantities can be solved. The procedure is repeated until the solution is converged. A 

point implicit (Gauss-Seidel) linear equation solver is used in conjunction with an 

algebraic multigcid (AMG) method to solve the resulting scalar system of equations for 

the dependent variable in each ceil [14]. An under-relaxation scheme is used to approach 

convergence. 



Start 

Step 1 : Solve discretized momentum equations 

' P u ; P  = a n b u l d  + 

Step 2: Solve pressure correction equation 
# 

~ P P ' ,  = Z a * p ,  + b m  

Step 3: Correct pressure end velocity values 

Step 4: Solve aU other discretized equations 
Q P # P  = x a n b # n b  lbb  

Figure 4.2 SIMPLE algorithm [35] 



4.2 Particle Velocity and Temperature Estimation 

In this section an algorithm is introduced to predict particle velocity, temperature, and 

liquid content. The algorithm is applied to regions of known velocity and temperature 

distribution as deteimined by a CFD simulation. 

Pimicles are simulated in a Lagrangian hime using the discrete phage modeling option in 

~ l u e n t ~ ~ .  The initial conditions that must be pmvided for disaete phase calculation are 

puticle starting position, velocity, temperature, and diameter. Particles with different 

sizes and composition such as NaCl-NatS04-K2S04 are intmduced to the model. The 

physical properties of the particles are the same as those of previously studied molten 

synthetic carryover materials. A linear correlation was used to detemine the particle 

latent heat of fusion, A ,  based on the mass ûaction of each wmponent in the mixture and 

its latent heat of fusion. 

4.2.1 Velocity Estimation and Turbulent Dispersion of the Particles 

The ûajectory of a discrete phase particle is predicted by integrating the force balance on 

the particle, which is written in a Lagrangian r e f m c e  ûame. This force balance equates 

the particle inertia with the forces acting on the particle, and can be written as: 

where m,, UP, CD, and F, are respectively particle mas, particle velocity, drag 

coefficient, and other forces such as buoyancy. The drag coefficient was calculated using 

the Morsi and Alexander's correlation (3 11: 



a2 a3 CD =a, +-+- 
Re, Re,' 

where the a's are constants that apply for smooth spherical particles over several ranges of 

Reynolds number. 

The trajectory equations are integrated stepwise over discrete time steps. Integrating 

equation 4-12 in time steps yields the particie velocity at each point of the üajectory. The 

particle tirne step is calculated using the following equation: 

where L, is the length scaie and is equivalent IO the distance that the particle traveis 

between two time steps. Srnalier vdues of length scale make the trajectory calcuiation 

more accurate. 

Since the particle loading to both models was very low, it was assumecl that particles 

have no effect on the continuous phase and an uncoupled approach was used. in the 

uncoupled approach, this two-step procedure completes the modeling effort, as illustrated 

in Figure 4.3. 

( Particle trajectory caicplioon 1 

Figure 4.3 Uncoupled discrete phase calculation 



To accomt for the effects of turbulent fluctuations on the motion of the particles, a 

stochastic discrete-particle approach can be used. In the stochastic tracking approach, the 

turbulent dispersion of particles is predicted by integrating the trajectory equations for 

individuai particles, using the instantaneous fluid velocity, U+u (t), dong the particle 

path. The instantaneous characteristics of the gas are wmputed by adding random 

fluctuations to the mean flow solution h m  the K-E  simulation. 

nu, 

u=Ü+yuf 

w here, 

where y is a random number between -1 and 1 sampled h m  a nomal distribution [16]. 

By tracking a sufficieut number of representative particles, terme- "nurnber of tries", the 

random effects of turbulence on the particle dispersion may be accounted for. The more 

particle trajectories tracked, the more accurate the resuits. However, more cornputer 

CPU time will be qu i red  for tracking a large number of particles. 

When a particle reaches a physical boundary (e.g. wall or inlet boundary) in the model, 

the fate of the trajectory wilI be different depending on the detined disme phase 

boundary condition. The "reflect" boundary condition rebounds the particle off the 

boundary while 'bp" boundary condition terminates the trajectory calculation. A 

"reflect" boundary condition was used for the EFR wall although the chance of a particle 

hitting the wall is very low. For the EFR deposit-collecting probe, the heat exchanger 



tubes, and the wails in the upper fumace model, it was assumed that if a particle bits the 

probe or tube it would stick to it no matter the liquid content of the particle or tube thus a 

"trap" boundary condition was used. 

4.2.2 Particle Temperature and Liquid Content Estimation 

Particle temperature and liquid content was estimated based on the particie trajectory 

predictions and a lumped capacitance anaiysis. The analysis is presented for the case of a 

heated particle but the resulting algorithm applies quai to the case of a cooled particle. 

The aigorithm was implemented as a user-defined function (UDF) in ~ l u e n t ~ .  

Canyover has two melting temperatures since it is a mixture of at least two chernical 

cornpounds. Therefore carryover may undergo t h e  different phases as it travels through 

the upper fumace or down the EFR prior to its impact on a heat transfer &ce or the 

EFR probe. The temperature and the liquid content of the particles are estimated based on 

a lumped capacitance algorithm that accounts for the transition between phases using 

particle enthalpy. The three phases are as follows: 

i) When ttie particle temperature is less than the fmt melting temperature (FMT) or more 

than the complete melting temperature (0, the heat absorbed by particle is used to 

increase the temperature. The particle temperature can be estimated using the following 

equation: 

where h is the convection heat tramfer coefficient; A, is the particle d a c e  area; Tg and 

T' respectively are gas and particle temperatures; a is Stefan-Boltzrnan constant; E, p,, 



V, and c, are respectively particle emissivity, density, volume, and specific heat; R is the 

particle latent heat of fusion; 19, is the radiation temperature, (yM)'", where I is the 

radiation intensity (W/mZ) based on the P-1 radiation mode1 [10,43]. The convection heat 

transfer coefficient, h, is esthated using the following correlation [36]: 

where k, Re and Pr are gas thermal conductivity, Reynolds and Prandtl numbers 

The energy equation was integrated in time and discretized using a h t  order Euler 

method. Equation 4- 17 was approximated as: 

where At is the integration time step. 

ii) The second phase begins when the particle reaches its first melting temperature. In 

this case, the particle enthalpy increases while the temperature rernains constant. The 

governing equation for this case is: 

Equation 4- 19 is approximated as: 

where, L is the particle liquid content and R is the particle latent heat of fusion. At this 

point since the particle temperature is constant, the particle enthalpy was caiculated to 

determine the transition to the next phase. The particle liquid content required in 



e~uation 4-20, can be estimated using the lever d e  for binary eutectic systems (411. For 

example the lever d e  correlation for particles with the composition of Na2S04-NaCI is: 

where M N ~ c ~  is the mole% NaCV(NaC1+Na2S04). For ternary systems such as Na2S04- 

NaCl-K2S04, the lever d e  is not applicable. Therefore, Liquid content was interpdated 

h m  data obtained fkom Abe Akademi University (LU), Finland. The advanced mdti- 

component phase equilibrium mode1 developed in h J  was used to calculate the liquid 

content of the particles as a function of p d c l e  temperature and composition [46]. The 

data are in the fonn of lookup table which can be accased by the code. 

iii) Finally, when the temperature of the particle is between the first melting 

temperature and the complete melting temperature, its temperature and the liquid content 

change simultaneously. En this case the govming equation used to estimate the particle 

temperature is given by: 

Using the lever mie correlation to estimate the liquid content, equation 4-22 is discretized 

to : 

To estimate the liquid content in equation 4-22 using the thennodynamic data, the siope 

aL 
of the temperatlire-liquid content curve, -, at each point is required. Since the 

aT 

equation of the curve is not known, a Iinear interpolation was used to calculate this tenn: 



The procedure given below was developed to solve the appropriate energy equation to 

estimate the particle temperature and liquid content. An enthalpy of the particle related 

to the enthalpy of the particle at 27°C is defined and introduced as: 

Qp = particle enthalpy - particle enthalpy at T," =27OC; 

1. set initial conditions: particle temperature T," = 27 Ty particle liquid content = 0, and 

QP = 0; 

2. solve for the energy t r a n s f d  by convection and radiation to the particle over At 

per unit mas,  i.e. the sum of the left hand of equation 4-17, 4- 19 or 4-22 times At 

divided by mass. The energy transferred equals the change in enthalpy of the particle, 

detined here as AQp ; 

3. Qp is accumuiated at each t h e  step to determine the statu of the particle, 

Q;- = ~ p "  + AQ, ; 

i) if the particle is solid, i.e. Qp c c, (Tm - T," ) , then equation 4-18 is used; 

ii) if the particle is at the first melting temperature , i.e. 

cp(T,-T,")cQp C ( C , ( T ~ - T - T ~ O ) + L ~ A ) ,  the particle temperature is 

constant and k t  liquid content, LFM, is estimated by substiîuîing T F ~ T  in 

equation 4-2 1 or using the thmodynamic data. Particle liquid content during 

the ûrst melting temperature is estimated using equation 4-20; 

iii) if the particle is melting and increasing in temperature, i-e. 

(c, (T, - T; ) + L, A) < Q, and L cl, equation 4-24 or 4-25 is used; 



iv) if the particle temperature is more than the wmplete meting temperature, i.e. 

L = I and Tp > Tm equation 4- 1 8 is used. 

4. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until particle hits the probe. 

A userdefined hinction (UDF) was written in the C programming language to implement 

the above particle temperature algorithm. The FluentTM DEFiNE-DPM-LAW m m  

and the userdefïned fuactions were executed in ~ l u e d ~  in a compiled fom. After 

wmpiling the UDF, the particles were backed again this time considering the above heat 

transfer calculation for particles. 

The userdehed functions are given in the appendix. 

4.3 Numencal Model of the Entrained Flow Reactor 

To mode1 the gas velocity and temperature fields in the reactor and in the non-heated 

section the governing Navier-Stokes and energy equaîions subject to the boundary 

conditions were solved. Based on the predicted gas velocity and temperature distriiution 

in the EFR, particle velocity and temperature were estimated as it traveled down the 

reactor and upon its impact on the probe using the developed algorithm discussed in 

section 4.2. 

4.3.1 EFR Geometric Model and Boundary Conditions 

As discussed in the first sections, the fint step in a modehg process is to divide the 

wmputational domain into smdi control volumes (CVs) or grids. Fitting a high quality 

stnictured mesh to the geometry of the EFR is difficult due to the wmplexity of the 



As discussed in the first sections, the first step in a rnodeling process is to divide the 

computationai domain into mai l  control volumes (CVs) or grids. Fitting a high quality 

sûuctured mesh to the geometry of the EFR is difficult due to the complexity of the 

geomeixy. Therefore, an unstructured grid with tetrahedral and hexahedral cells was 

applied to the calculation domain. A high mesh density was made around the probe due 

to the importance of the flow close to the probe. The mesh has 390,000 cells and it was 

generated in ~ l u e n t ~ ~ ' s  processor, ~ a r n b i t ~ ~ .  Figure 4.4 shows a view of the mesh on 

the surface of the geometry in the non-heated section which wiI1 be extended throughout 

the volume. 

EFR 

Probe 

Non-heated section 
chamber 

Exhaust section 

Figure 4.4 Cumputationalgrid shown on the surface of the geometry in non-heated 

section of the EFR 

The governing hIIy three dimensionai Navier-Stokes and energy equations were solved 

using a conml volume approach as implemented by ~ l u e n t ~  over the cornputational 



misalignments between the furnaces in the EFR. This feature of the reactor was taken 

into account in the model by adding uneven alignments between the tubes in the 

geometry as shown in Figure 4.5. At the flow inlet, the flue gas flow was assumed 

uniform with a velocity of 1.8 m/s since the flue gas exits the combustion chamber into 

the reactor through a honeycomb flow straightener. 

Other modeling assumptions are iisted below: 

O To account for air entrained into the non-heated section from the surroundings, a zero 

gauge pressure boundary condition was used around this section. 

As describai in Chapter 3, the flue gas pressure at the exit of the exhaust section was 

measured experimentally. In the model, the pressure of the gas at the exit of this 

section was set to the measured pressure. 

The flue gas enters the heateci section a! a temperature of 800°C and it stays at this 

temperature in the heated section. However, in the non-heated section the gas cools 

down very rapidly due to the entrainment of the surrounding coder air and radiation heat 

transfer h m  the surmundings. in this model, the P-1 radiation model accounts for the 

effect of radiation heat transfer on cooling the flue gas in the non-heated section. The 

P-1 radiation model is based on the expansion of the radiation intensity into an 

orthogonai series of sphericâi harmonies [16]. Some limitations of this rnodel are; i) al1 

surfaces are difisive, ii) los  of accuracy for complex geomemes, iii) model assumes 

gray radiation. 

The temperature of the chamber in the non-heated section is unknown. Using a 

wnjugate heat transfer model, the conduction of heat through chamber coupled with 



convective heat transfet in gas was computed considering the themai conductivity of 

the chamber. 

O The no-slip boimdary condition was used at ail wall s u r f , , .  

4 The flue gas propdes were assumed to be those of air and the gas was assumed 

ideal. Specific k a t  capacity waç assumeci to be constant at 1007 Jkg-K, th& 

çonductivity was defined as a function of temperature using a piecewise-linear 

function, and viscosity was defined using the Sutherland's law. 

The governing equations were solved using the segregated implicit steady solver in 

~ l u e n t ~  5.3. The SiMPLE aigorithm was used for pfessu~e-veIocity coupling and the 

2" order accurate implicit s c h e  was used for the convection t m s .  To reach 

convergence fastet, the following sequence of steps was followed. First, only the 

momentum equations were solved and calcuIaîions were done for i s o t h e d  flow. 

When the isothermal flow was wdl wnverged, the wupled energy and momentun 

- equations were solved. The residuals were s a  to less than lad and convergence was 

obtained afbx 16,000 iterations, A11 the simulations were nin on a Pentiurn iI 450 MHz 

pcessor with 5 12 Mb RAM and uskg the Whdows NT operating system. 
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Figure 4.5 CFD bounaàry conditions of the EFR mode2 
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4.3.2 Particle Velocity and Temperature Estimations in the EFR 

Mer solvulg the flow and temperature fields of the gas in the EFR, particles with 

dinerent sizes of 90, 150, 260, 430, and 590 pn and composition of NaC1-Na2S04 or 

NaCI-Na@O.t-K2S04 were introduced to the model the length scale was set to L, = 0.001 

m. The initial conditions provideci for the discrete phase calculation are particle starting 

position, velocity, temperature, and diameter. Particle trajectories, temperature, and 

liquid content were estimated using the algorithms described in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, 

respective1 y. 

4.4 Numerical Mode1 of a Sirnplified Upper Fumace 

A simplified threedimensional CFD model of recovery boiler upper h a c e  was 

developed to simuiate particle temperature and liquid content in the superheater section 

of the boiler. The algorithms dweloped in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 were used to estimate 

the trajectories and thermal condition of the particles in this model. 

4.4.1 Flue Gas Velocity and Temperature Fields Simulation 

The geometry of the boila was cnated in ~ a r n b i t ~  and it is shown in Figure 4.6a. The 

upper fumace of the boiler consists of three groups of parallel platens of tube bundles. 

The biler bank and econornizer were not included in the model to simplify the 

simulation. Only a d l  slice of the boiler needed to be modeled because of existing 

symmeûicai planes. Due to the hi@ aspect ratios and complexity of the geometry, an 

umtructured mesh was applied to the geometry. The mesh has 98,3 11 tetrahedrd and 

hexahedral ceilS. Figure 4.6b shows the mesh genmted for the boiler geomeay. 
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Figure 4.6 (a) The recovery boiler georneny, (b) cornpurational grid generazed for 

the boiler geometry 

in this model, vapur of volatile substances and liquid and solid particles are assumed to 

have no effect on the gas flow. Also, this model does not include the black iiquor 

combustion. 

The flow in the boiler is highly turbulent thus a standard K - E  model was used to 

simulate the turbulent fiow. The K - E  mode1 is a semi-empincai mode1 with two 

transport equations of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate. in this model, the 

constants of the turbulent model was set to the foiiowing values: 



C, = 1.44, C,, = 1.92, C, = 0.09, nt = 1, a, = 1.3 

Since a no-slip boundary condition was used at wall surfaces, the velocity gradients nesr 

îhe walIs are very large. Therefore, a fine mesh i s  required near the walls to resolve the 

bouudary layer. To avoid the computationaily expensive mesh, a standard waü fiuicîion 

was used to bridge the viscosity-affected region between the wall and the fully-tubulent 

region. Since thermal radiation play a significant role in boiler heat transfer, a discrete 

ordinates method (DO) was used to account for radiation heat rransfet in this model. in 

the discrete ordinates modei, the spectral absorption and emission characteristics of the 

medium are divided inio a discrete number of wavebands [16,15]. 

Boundary conditions were appiied for turbulent flow and convective and radiative heat 

transfer on the surfaces and boiler inlet and outlet. The velocity and temperature of the 

gas entering the boiler were set to 3 m.s and 900°C. The turbulent intensity and turbulent 

length scale were defineci as 10% and 0.02 m at the inlet of the flow. The temperature of 

the walh and tubes were defined considering two cases; i) clean recovery biler, and ii) 

fouled reçovery boiler. In both cases the temperature o f  the walls were set to 750°C. For 

ciean boiler, the temperature of I, II, and III superheater tubes were respectively set to 

500"C, 450°C, and 423°C. In the second case, deposits form on al1 heat transfer d a c e s  

and therefore the surface temperature increases. As the deposit on the first piaten grows 

tbicker, the sudace temperature increases and may reach the radical deformation 

temperature. At this point the deposit slags and stops growing 1473. At the radical 

deformaîion temperature, the tiquid content of the deposit is 70%. &suming that deposit 

has 10% moie CY(Na+K), and using the lever d e  we cm calculate the d a c e  



temperature of the deposit to be 760°C- The siaface t e m p e m m  of the deposits on the 

second and third platens are estimated from an energy balance at the deposit surfice: 

m 

where hg . T, L, and k~ are respectively the heat transfer coefficient of the gas, 

temperame of the gas, thickness of the deposit, and thexmal wnductivity of the deposit. 

Assuming that the deposit thickness is 5 cm, the surface temperature for second and third 

platens are respectively calculated to be 590% and 561 T. 

Zero pressure, veiocity, and temperature gradients in the streamwise direction were 

assumai at the fiow outlet. Also, the no-slip boundary condition was used for al1 the 

waiis in the model. The d a c e  absorptivity and emissivity on the fiirnace waiis were 

baed on resuits h m  the model devetoped by Wessel, Dension, and Samretvanich [53]. 

Figure 4.7 shows the CFD boundary conditions applied to the present rewvery boiler 

model. 

The flue gas pfoperties were assumeci to be the same as those of air. 
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Figure 4.7 CFD velocity boundary conditions for the boiler mode1 

The govemîng Navier-Stokes, energy, radiation, tutbulence kinetic energy and 

dissipation transport equations were solved using a segregated implicit steady solver in 

Fluentm 5.3. The SIMPLE algorithm was used for pressure-velocity coupling. The 2d 

order accurate implicit scheme was used for the convection term of the momentum 

equations. Convergence was obtained after 8,500 iterations and for residual convergence, 

aiteria of 10' for the momentum equations and lo4 .for the energy equatioa Al1 the 

simuiations were run on a Windows ET workstation, a Pentium II with 450 MHz 

pcessor  and 5 12 Mb RAM. 



4.4.2 Particle Trajectory and Temperature Estimations in the Upper 

Fumace 

Once the flow and temperature fields of the gas in the upper funiace are solved, particles 

with diffetent sizes of 90, 150,260,430, and 590 pu and composition of NaCI-Na2S04 

were introduced to the model. The initial conditions provideci for the discrete phase 

calculation are particle starting position, velocity, temperature, and diameter. The initial 

velocity of al1 the particles were assumed to be the same, regardless of size. The 

assumptions made in the present study are as follows: 

O Particle -particle interactions are negligible. 

The mean flow is a steady turbulent and incompressible flow. 

O The effect of the molecular dif i ion and the Brownian motion are negIigible 

compare to turbulent dispersion. 

. Particles have no impact on the flue gas. Thetefore, an uncoupled appmach was 

used, as described in section 4.2.1. 

Solid particles are inmduced to the model at an initial temperature of 27°C. Particles 

reach the gas temperature and are completely molten when they enter the superiieater 

section. in this model, the distance h m  the entrance of the flow ta the upper part of the 

boiler is long enough for particles to be completely molten when they enter the 

supertieater section. The algorithms used to predict particle trajectones, temperature, and 

Iiquid content were descnied previously in chapter in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, 

fespectiveIy. 



5. Results and Discussion 

In this chapter, the results of the EFR and boiler upper fumace model are presented and 

discussed. Section 5.1 presents the resukts for the EFR temperature and velocity profiles 

and particle velocity and temperature results. In section 5.2, the results for the recovery 

boiler model and particle temperature and liquid content simulations in the superheater 

section of the boiler are presented. 

5.1 Validation of the Entrained Flow Reactor Mode1 

The gas flow field inside the reactor and in the non-heated section was validated before 

introducing the particles to the model. The sensitivity of the results to numerical 

parameters such as density of the grid and the residual level of variables was tested to 

minimize numerical errors. Also, predicted results at representative test positions were 

compared with expenmental data to ensure the developed model is consistent with 

experimentd results. 

5.1.1 Sensitivity of the Results to Numerical Parameters 

To minimize the discretization and iterative errors, a grid independence test and a 

convergence test were performed. Grid independence means that the converged solution 

is independent of the grid density. The influence of mesh refinement was examined 

using three unstructured grids with 309,000 (MSI), 390,000 @1S2), and 600,000 (MS3) 



tetrahedral and hexahedral cells. Figure 5.1 shows a comparison of the gas velocities 

along the EFR centreline. Grid independence is indicated when further mesh refrnernent 

yields only smaiI and insignifiant changes in the numericai solution. The comparison 

between MS2 and MS3 indicates that there is a negligible difference between the results 

although the refined mesh (MS3) is almost twice as large as the coarse mesh (MS2). 

Since the finest mesh, MS3, requires higher mernory and more time to converge, the 

390,000 ce11 mesh, MS2, was used for al1 simulations. 

Distance from the top, m 

Figure 5.1 Cornparison of the influence of mesh densi~) on gas velociîy along the 

centre of the EFR. MSI-309,000. MS2-390,000, and MS3-600,000 cells 

To test for convergence, the residual level of each variable was monitored. At the end of 

each solver iteration, the residual sum for each of the conservai variabIes is cornputeci 

and stored. The solution is nomally considered converged when residuals for ai l  



variables fail below IO". Kowever, in some probletus this value is not sufficient for full 

convergence and thus one method to judge convergence is to drop the residuals by three 

orders of magnitude. In the present work, the convergence criterion was reduced to 10". 

5.1.2 Flue Gas Velocity and Temperature 

The gas flow field was estimated in the reactor and in the non-heated section assuming a 

unifonn gas inlet velocity and an average inlet temperanue of 1.8 m/s and 800°C, 

respectively. The flue gas entered the EFR at a unifonn velocity and the flow started to 

deveIop as it moved down the reactor. However, as discussed before, the misalignments 

between the h a c e s  disrupts the boundary layers, The gas velocity profile remained 

alrnost uniform throughout the reactor with a velocity close to 2 m/s. in the non-heated 

section, air was entrained into the exhaust section fiom the surroundings due to the 

suction of the fan Iocated at the end of this section. Figure 5.2 shows the entrained air in 

the non-heated section. A closer examination of the velocity profile shows that although 

- the cross-sectiond area of the non-heated section chamber and the exhaust section are 

larger than the EFR, the flow starts to accelerate as it enters these sections. The large 

amount of air that is entraineci into these sections decreases the cross-sectional area of the 

core flow causing the flow to accelerate at the entrance of both sections. 



Figure 5.2 Entrained air and g4s veloci~ vectors ( d s )  in the non-lieated section 

An accurate simulation of the gas velocity in the non-heated section and close to the 

probe is of great importance since srnall pariicles follow the flue gas streamlines and their 

velocity is the same as the gas velocity. Figure 5.3 shows the gas velocity vectors in the 

non-heated section of the EFR and over the probe. The length of the vectors are 

proportional to gas velocity magnitude. As shown in Figure 5.3, the flue gas flow is 

brought to rest at the stagnation point and undemeath the probe, separation and 

recircdation of the flow occur. The position of the separation point is strongly 

influenced by the Reynolds number. For laminar flows separation occurs at 8 = %O0 (8 is 

the angle between two radii of the tube, one connected to stagnation point and one 

connected to separation point). 
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Figure 5.3 Gus vetoci@ vectors (mis) over the probe 

The veiocity profile rit the exit of the remor tv7s &m,iried r;p:l!nentally by Naseri 

1321. Small particies with 2 median size ~ t '  Ili! ~;;i wrrr k d  :c ::le reactor and ttieir 

velocity was rneasured 2 cm above the probe. Figure 5.4 shows a cornparison of the 

m e d  and caiculated gas velocity 2 cm above the probe. Particles of this size have a 

very low Stokes number and therefore their velocity is within * 5% of the gas velocity 

[32]. The results show that the model predicts a fial central veloci:;; profile similar to the 

experimentai results but as a moderately higher vdocity (10%). The EFR is not welI 

rounded and other misalignments in the reactor that were na considered in the model 

may account for the overprediction of the central velocity. 



Distance from balance, m 

Figure 5.4 Predicted and measured velocity profiles 2 cm above the probe 

The contours of the temperature magnitude dong the centre plane are s h o w  in Figures 

5.5 and 5.6. The gas temperature through the EFR is at the inlet gas and EFR wail 

temperature of 800°C. However, as the gas enters the non-heated section the entrained 

air fiom the surroundings and radiation tteat transfer to the surroundings greatly cools 

d o m  the gas temperature. The entrained air enters the non-heated chamber h m  gaps 

between the exit of the reactor and the chamber. Mthough the temperature of the 

sunouading air was set to 27T, its effect on decreasing the gas temperature was d 

compare to the radiation effect. As s h o w  in Figure 5.5, the air entrained into the 

charnber did not mix with the fl ow at the centre and moved down dong the sidewails. 
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Figure 5.5 Gus temperature contours in the non-heated section 

without considering radiation 

To obtain a more realistic temperature field in the non-heated section, a P-1 radiation 

model was used. hciuding radiation heat transfer in the model decreased the gas 

temperature drmatically as is shown in Figure 5.6. 

Non-heated 
chamber walls 

Figure 5.6 Gas temperature contours in the non-heated section 

considering a P-l radiation model 



A compatison between the calcuiated and measured temperature at the exit of the reactor 

is shown in Figure 5-7. The gas temperature was measured using a pyrometer at thc exit 

of the reactor and in the non-heated section. Tt is observed that the exit temperature is 

overpredicted (less than 1%). A higher temperature is consistent with an overprediction 

of the core velocity. The predicted gas temperature at the exit of the EFR is lower than 

800 C because of radiative heat transfer with the non-heated section. 

As discussed earlier, to properly predict the temperatwe of the chamber in the non-heated 

section, a conjugate heat transfer mode1 was used to account for the conduction of heat 

through the chamber wali coupled with the convective and radiative heat transfer to the 

gas. The chamber temperature was calculated to be about 650°C which is in agreement 

with experimental measurements. 
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Figure 5.7 Predicted (P-I model) and erperirnented gus temperature projiles 

at the exir of rhe reactor 



The predicted results are in good agreement with the experimental data. The well- 

substantiated EFR gas velocity and temperature profiles provide a basis for the 

development of a p h c l e  velocity, temperature, and liquid content prediction algorithm. 

5.1.3 Particle Impact Velocity 

ParticIe trajectories were estimated as the particles traveled down the reactor and through 

the non-heated section until their impact on the probe. Figure 5.8 shows the particle 

impact velocity on the probe as a function of particle size. Since particles fa11 by gravity 

in the EFR, an increase in particle size results in an increase in paxticle impact velocity. 

When a particle reaches its terminal velocity, the drag force which is proportional to the 

square of particle diameter is balanced by gravity which is proportional to the diameter 

cubed, Since most particles reach their terminal velocity in the EFR, there is a linear 

correlation between particle velocity and particle size as shown in Figure 5.8. The 

predicted resuIts are in good agreement with the experimental data of Naseri [32]. 
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Figure 5.8 Predicted particle impact veiocity on EFR probe versus experimenrai data 

of Naseri [32], I O  mole% CUNU+ K) and O mole% U(Nu +K), shape 

Previous studies [32] have s h o w  that particle composition, especially chloride content, 

has an effect on the particle velocity. in previous particle velocity estimations, it was 

assurned that a particle's outer layer is completely molten and therefore the particle has a 

sphencal shape. As a result the calculated drag force was based on spherical particles. In 

the EFR, this assumption is tnie for srnail particles containhg 5 to 10 mole% CV(Na+K) 

since they contain enough liquid phase to form a spherical shape particle. However, 

particles with lower chloride content remah solid and retain their irregular shape longer 

resulting in a higher drag force thus lower velocity. Particle temperature and Iiquid 

content estimation, discussed in the next section, shows that particles larger than 260 p rn 

that contain low chloride contents retain their inegular shape and do not reach the 



complete melting temperature in the reactor. This is not unexpected since as the chIoride 

content decreases the complete melting temperature increases. For example reducing the 

chlonde content fiom 10 to 2 mole% CV(Na+K) increases the complete melting 

temperature fiom 800 to 85S°C and particles can not reach this temperature since the 

maximum temperature in the EFR is 800°C. To account for the irregular stiape of the 

particles, an assumed shape factor of 0.8 was applied to particles larger than 260 pm 

containhg 2 mole% CV(Na+K) and O mole% W(Na+K) [20]. The resuiting particle 

impact velocity predictions are in excellent agreement with the expenmental data of 

Naseri [32] as shown in Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9 Predicted particle impact velocity on EFR probe versus experimental data 

of Naseri [32], 2 mole% CU(Na +K) und O mole% K/(;ya+K), shape 

factor=O. 8 



5.1.4 Particle Temperature and Liquid Content 

The temperature and liquid content of the particies with different sizes were estimated as 

they traveled down the reactor using the algorithm developed in Chapter 4. Figures 5. IO 

and 5.1 1 show the estirnated temperature and liquid content of the particles containing 10 

mole% CV(Na+K) and O mole% W(Na+K) based on the lever rule as they travel through 

the reactor and non-heated section. 

Figure 5.10 Estimared temperature for parricles conraining 10 mole% Cl/(??a+ K) and 
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Figure 5.21 Estimared liquid cotirent for parricles containing 10 mole% CI/(No+K) 

and O mole% K/(Na +K) 

The smallest particles quickly reach the first melting temperature (Fh4T), complete 

melting temperature (CMT) and the temperature of the carrier gas as they travel down the 

€FR. However, the largest particles (430 and 590 pm) do not reach the CMT prior to 

exit fiom the EFR due to their higher mass. As the particles exit the EFR into the non- 

heated section, they begin to cool. The smaller particles cool more rapidly than larger 

particles, resulting in the 90 and 150 pm particles having lower temperatures and liquid 

contents than 260 and 430 pm particles upon impact on the probe. These results are 

consistent with expenmental data of Shenassa [JI] where it was observed that adhesion 

efficiency increased with increasing particle size. Smaller particles cool faster than Iarger 



ones in the non-heated section and thus they do not have sufficient liquid content to stick 

to the probe. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, two rnethods were introduced to estimate the particle Iiquid 

content, the lever rule and thermodynamic data. in the present study, the thermodynamic 

data were used to estimate the temperature and liquid content of the particles with the 

composition of Na2S04-NaCl-KrSOs To ensure the results obtained h m  the 

thermodynamic data are reliable, the temperanue of particles containing 10 mole% 

CV@a+K) and O mole% Ki(Na+K) were also predicted using the lever mle. The 

comparison between the two rnethods, shown in Figure 5.12, indicates that both methods 

can be used in the mode1 to calculate the particle Iiquid content. Further cornparisons at 

different compositions and particle sizes confirm this conclusion. 
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Figure 5.12 Estimated particle temperature using the lever ruk and thermodvnamic 

data, I O  mole% Cl/(Nu+K) and O mole% U(iMa+K), 430 pm 



Particle composition, particularly chloride content, has a significant cffect on the particle 

temperature and liquid content. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the predicted temperature 

and liquid content of 260 prn particles at different chlonde contents as they travel down 

the reactor. Particles may pass through four temperature stages as they descend through 

the EFR. Ln the fmt stage, particles of the sarne size but different chloride content 

increase in temperame and reach the FMT at almost the same position since FMT is onIy 

weakly dependent on the chlonde content. In the second stage, energy absorbed by 

particles is used to melt and increase the temperature of the particles. The proportion of 

energy used to melt particles increases with chloride content and consequently lower 

chloride content pamcles increase in temperature more rapidly. In the third temperame 

stage, the particle reaches the CMT and then increases more rapidly in temperature until 

it approaches the EFR wall temperature. For the case of the 260 pm particles, the CMT 

was reached for only the 20 mole% CV(Na+K) and O mole% W(Na+K) case; at al1 lower 

chloride content cases their CMT was higher than the EFR temperature. Once the 

particle temperature reaches the EFR temperature the fourth stage is reached and the 

temperature remains constant. 
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Figure 5.13 Estimared remperalure for parricles conraining 

diflereri? chioride contents, 260 ,uni particle ske  
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Figure 5.14 Estimated iiquid content for particies conraining 

drffermt chloride contena 260 pm particle size 



Figure 5.15 shows the predicted temperature and liquid content of 590 pn particles for 

different chloride contents. These partictes are too large to reach the CMT in the reactor 

and they are al1 partially molten at the probe. Therefore as discussed previously, particles 

with higher chloride content have lower temperature and higher liquid content at the 

sarne position in the EFR. 
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Figure S. 15 Estimated temperature for particles containing 

d~ferent chloride contents, 590 p n  particle size 
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Figure 5.16 Estimated liquid contenr for particles containing 

different chloride contents. 590 pm particle size 

Figures 5.14 and 5.16 show that particles containing 2.5 mole% CV(Na+K) and O mole% 

W(Na+K) have the minimum liquid content, i.e. 15%, required to deposit on a surface. 

%y increasing the chloride content, the liquid content of the particle is increased. For 

particles with more than 10 mole% CV(Na+K) and O mole% W(Na+K) the calculated 

liquid content is higher than 70% indicating that the deposit fomed by these particles 

will likely nui off vertical heat transfer surfaces. This is consistent with the experimental 

data of Shenassa [42] where it was observed that deposition of the particles on the probe 

in the EFR begins at a critical chloride level of 2.5 mole% CV(Na+K) and O mole% 

W(Na+K) and increases with increasing the chioride content up to 10 mole% CV(Na+K). 

The deposition rate remained constant at chlonde concentrations above 10 mole% 

CV(Na+K). 



Potassium is known to decrease the FMT of the particles thus afTecting the particle 

temperature and liquid content. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the predicted particle 

temperature and liquid content variations through the EFR for a particle containing 10 

mole% CV(Na+K) and 5 mole % W(Na+K). 
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Figure 5.1 7 Esrimared remperattire for parricles conraining 

10 mole% CI/(Na+K) and 5 mole% U(Na+K) 
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Figure 5.18 Estimated liquid content for particles containing 

10 mole% Cl/Na+K) and 5 mole% K/(Na+K) 

A comparison of Figures 5.10 and 5.17 indicates that as potassium content is increased 

From O to 5 mole% W(Na+K) the first melting temperature of the particles decreases 

Erom 628°C to 600°C. Although particles containing potassium reached their FMT faster 

than particles with no potassium, there is oniy a small difference between the particle 

temperatures and liquid contents throughout the EFR non-heated section. A comparison 

of the liquid content results, Figures 5.11 and 5.18, similady shows a close agreement. 

This is consistent with the experimentai results of Remani [37] suggesting that at a 

chloride content higher than 5 mole% CV(Na+K), potassium h a  only a small effect on 

the deposition rate. 



5.1.5 Summary 

The liquid content of a particle plays a significant role in determining the rate of 

deposition. A particle tracking algorithm was developed and substantiated with 

expenmental data to estimate synthetic carryover velocity, temperature, and liquid 

content as the particles travel down the reactor. The algorithm was extended to 

potassium containing particles and particle deposition was investigated as a function of 

liquid content, size, and velocity. The good agreement between the predicted results and 

experimental data indicates that the methodology cm be extended to predicting the 

particles, thermal conditions in a simplified mode1 of a recovery boiler upper fumace. 



5.2 Validation of the Recovery Boiler Upper Fumace Mode1 

The turbulence model of the simplified upper fumace was evaluated before introducing 

the particles into the sirnulated flow. The sensitivity of the results to the grid density was 

studied to ensure that the results are grid independent. 

5.2.1 Sensitivity of the Results to Numerical Parameters 

Three unstnictured grids with 71,517 (MSI), 98,311 (MS2), and 114,334 (MS3) ceIIs 

were used to examine the influence of mesh refinement on the results. Figure 5.19 shows 

a comparison of the gas velocity along the h a c e  centreline computed on three grids 

using a standard K -E model. For comparison puposes the bottom of the upper h a c e  

is defined as the boaom of the upper furnace model shown in Figure 4.6a. 

The comparison shows that refinement of the mesh had a negligible effect on the 

predicted gas velocity and that the results show grid independence. Other comparison 

regions also showed similar agreement. Therefore, for al1 the simulations the 98,3 11 ceii 

mesh (MS2) was used. 

To test for fui1 convergence the residuals of al1 variables were monitored. In this case, 

the residual level was lowered to lo6 for the momentum equations and 10 -~  for the 

energy equation. 
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Figure 5.19 Influence of the mesh density on the gus velocity ut the centre of lhe upper 

furnace MSl-71,517, MS2-98,3 11, and MS3-114,334 

5.2.2 Flue Gas Velocity and Temperature 

The flue gas enters the upper h a c e  with a uniform velocity and average temperature of 

3 m/s and 900 O C .  The turbulent intensity and length scale were set to 10% and 0.02 m at 

the inlet of the flow. The gas velocity vectors on the central vertical plane are shown in 

Figure 5.20; the length of the anows indicates velocity magnitude. The gas flows 

upwards accelerating past the bullnose, separates &er the bullnose and then begins to 

turn towards the exit of the upper furnace. RecircuIation zones form above the bullnose 

due to flow separation and at the corners of the boiIer. The predicted flow pattern is 

similar to the resuits presented in fiterature [53,54,40]. 



Figure 5.20 Gus velucity vectors on the central vertical plane (m/s) 

Figure 5.21 shows the gas temperature contours on the centrai vertical plane. The gas 

temperature distribution is significantly influenced by the gas velocity. The high gas 

velocity on the left side of the bullnose resulted in a locaily high temperature region. 

Also, the temperature of the gas in the recirculation zone is decreased since it is a 

relatively low veiocity region close to a concentration of heat tramfer surfaces, i-e. the 

superheater tubes. As gas e n t a  the superheater section, its temperature decreases 

significantly due to convective and radiative heat transfer. 



Figure 5.21 Gus temperature contours on the centrai plane (OC) 

The predicted average temperature of the gaç ar u 3c rizont al plane above the bulhose was 

compared with measured values in literature [c'Tl.  7ne predicted value is approximatefy 

850 O C  which is within normal operatng range, The .3fference between the predicted 

suid measured temperature values are small and may be due to the following modeling 

assurnptions: 

.) The effect of radiative heat transfer h m  chw bed is nsglected; 

Biack liquor combustion mode[ was nc.t considerd in this mode1 resuiting in a Iowa 

gas temperature 1541; 

O The effect of wryover and fume deposits on radiative heat transfer are neglected. 



The predicted flow and temperature fields in the upper fumace of the boiler are similar to 

those reported in literature. Therefore, the simplified upper h a c e  mode1 can be used to 

predict particle temperature and liquid content trends in convection section. 

5.2.3 Particle Temperature and Liquid Content 

A stochastic particle dispersion mode1 was used to account for the effect of turbulence on 

the motion of the particles. Particles were introduced to the modei at positions Located at 

the inlet plane along a line centred between the fiont wall and the rear wall. At each 

point 500 particles were tncked to account for the random eff'ects of turbulence on the 

particle dispersion, see Figure 5.22. Figure 5.23 provides an expanded view of the 

trajectory of 150 and 590 pm particles fed to the reactor fiom hvo positions, close to the 

front wall and close to the rear wail. Only 20 representative particle trajectories are 

ploned of the 500 that were calculated for each particle. As expected, the 150 Fm 

particles on average follow the rnean flow path but disperse about this mean path. Small 

particles disperse more than the large panicles since they follow more closely the 

instantaneous motion of the flue gas. Therefore, the particles distribute uniformly over 

the full Iength of the superheater tubes except for the recirculation zone. Some 

deposition is expected in the recirculation region but at a much lower rate. The 590 pm 

particies deviate fiom the flue gas motion due to inertia and they dominantIy move 

toward the top wall and upper portion of superheater platens with some partides entering 

the recicuiation zone at the corner of the boiler. These results suggest that maII particles 

wiI1 deposit on the superheater uniformly across the height of the superheater except in 
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the reciculation region and large particles will preferentiaiiy deposit on the upper half of 

the tubes. 

590 pm 

Figure 5.22 Parricle frajectories in the upperfitrnace 

Figure 3.23 Particle traject&ies for dtrerent si% of 150 wd 590 pm 



The distribution of 150, 300, and 590 pm particles on the first platen is shown in Figure 

5.24. As discussed earlier the small particles are more evenly distributed on the tubes 

while larger particles are more concentrated on the upper part of the tubes. When gas 

begins to tuni horizontally towards the exit of the upper fumace after passing the 

bullnose, larger particles move upward toward the middle part of the tubes. That is tme 

for al1 of the particles passing close to the bullnose thus al1 these particles hit the tube at 

approximately the same region. Therefore the 300 and 590 Fm particles are more 

concentrated at 6.5 and 4 m below the top wall on the tubes, respectively. Smaller 

particles tm toward the exit of the upper funiace with the flue gas and thus they are 

distributed unifonnly on the tubes. It should be noted that the above discussion might not 

be true for recovery boilers with smaller superheater section. 
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Figure 5.24 Distribution of 150, 300, and 590 jm particfes on the first platen 



The temperature and liquid content of particles that impact the three platens are predicted 

under two boiler conditions, clean and fouled. At each point 500 particles were 

introduced to the model. Figures 5.25-5.27 show the particle temperature distribution at 

the first platen for the clean boiier case and 150, 300, and 590 pm particles. The 

temperature of the particles is shown as a mean vaiue with the bars indicating the highest 

and the lowest predicted values. Al1 the particles are above CMT before entering the 

convection section. in the convection section, the temperature of the gas cools rapidly 

and the particle temperatures begin to decrease. SmaIler particles cool faster than the 

large particles thus they have lower temperature when they pass the firçt platen. Particles 

passing the upper part of the tubes, close to the top waiI, cool the most since these 

particles have sufficient time to respond to the heat transfer in the convection section. 

The region close to the top wall is a Iow temperature region and also has a high 

temperature gradient due to the proximity of the top wall and superheater tubes. The 

increased variability in temperature of the larger particles in the top region is due to the 

hi& temperature gradients. Also, particles fiom the sarne source may take different 

paths in the upper furnace resulting in different temperanires. 

The composition of the carryover found in boilers is mure complicated than the 

simplified particles considered in this study and thermal behavior of carryover and 

simplified particles might be different. 
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figure 5.25 Particle remperature at thefirst platen. clean boiler case 

10 mole% Cl/(iVo+K) and O mole% K/(Iva+K) and 150 pni parricle six 
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Figrire 5.26 Parricle temperature ar rhejrst platen. clean boiler case 

10 mole% Cl/(Na+K) and O mole% iV(Na+K) and 300 pm particle ske 
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Figure 5.27 Purticle temperature at ~hefirst platen, clean boiler case 

I O  mole% Cl/(Na+K) and O mole% K/(Naa+K) and 590 jim particle size 

Figures 5.28-5.30 show the Iiquid content of 150, 300, and 590 pm particles at the tint 

platen. The liquid content results are consistent with the temperature results. These 

results show that the particles are partially or completely molten when they pass the first 

platen indicating that if they hit the tubes they will deposit on them since the surface 

temperature of the tubes are lower than the radicai deformation temperature. 
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Figure 5.28 Particle liquid content ut the first platen, clean boiler case 

10 mole% Cl/(ihu+K) and O mole% K;/(IVu+K) and 150 ptn particle size 
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Figure 5.29 Purticle liqutd content ar the firsr piuten, clean boifer case 

I O  mole% CU(Ivu+K) and O mole% K/(Na+K) and 300 pm particfe sire 
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Figure 5.30 Particle liquid content ut the first platen. clean boiler case 

I O  mole% Cl$Wa+K) and O mole% K/(Na+K) and 590 um parricle size 

Figures 5.31-5.33 show the particle temperature for different sizes of 150. 300, and 590 

Fm particles at the second platen. As discussed before, smaller particles have lower 

temperature since they cooi faster than larger particles. Particies that are not captured by 

impaction on the fmt platen are msported to the second platen. The temperature of the 

particles passing the second platen decreases, but it is still higher than the sticky 

temperature. These particles would deposit on the tubes if they hit the surface of the 

tubes. The gas temperature continues to decrease after the second platen to below the 

sticky temperature and therefore particles would solidi@ and not deposir on the third 

platen. Therefore, carryover deposition is confined to the first and second platens where 

particles are partially or cornpletely molten. This is consistent with other numerical 

studies [52]. 
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Figure 5.31 Particle temperature at the second platen, clean boiler case 

10 mole% Cl/(Na+K) and O mole% K/(Na+K) and 150 pm particle size 

Distance from the top wall, m 

Figure 5.32 Particle temperature ut the second platen, clean boder case 

10 mole% CU(No+K) and O mole% K/(Na+K) and 300 pm panicle size 
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Figure 5.33 Particle temperature ut the second platen, clean boiler case 

10 mole% Cl/OVa+K) and O mole% W(Na+K) and 590 pm particle sire 

in a fouled boiler case, deposits that accumulate on the tubes increase the temperature of 

the tube and dcposir surface resulting in a higher gas and particle temperature through the 

convection section. Figure 5-34 shows the temperature contours in the upper fumace for 

a fouled boi1er case. Figures 5.35 and 5.36 show the temperature variation of 150 and 

300 Fm particles at the first platen for the case of a fouled boiler. Higher gas 

temperatures in the upper fumace result in particles with higher temperature compared to 

a clean boiler case. In a fouled boiler, the surface temperature of the platen is higher than 

the radical deformation temperature meaning that if the partides hit the tubes they will 

nui off the surface and the deposit stops growing. This is consistent with literature [473. 

Also, particles passing the second platen have higher temperature resulting in a higher 

deposition compare to the clean boiler case. 



Figure 5.34 Gus temperature contours on central plane in a fouled boiler case (OC) 
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Figure 5.35 Particle temperature at thefirst platen. fouled boiler case 

1 O mole% CU(Na+K) and O mole% K/(nc:+K) and 150 pm particle sire 
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Figure 5.36 Particle temperature ut thefirst platen. fouled boiler case 

10 mole% Cl/(na+K) and O mole% K/fNa+K) and 300 pm parricle size 

5.2.4 Summary 

A simplified upper furnace mode1 was developed for predicting carryover temperature 

and liquid content in the convection section of a boiler. Carryover deposition on tube 

surfaces was estimated based on carryover temperature and liquid content. In a clean 

boiler, Na2SOs-NaC1 particles have enough iiquid content to deposit on the sudace of the 

first platen. Passing the second platen, the temperatures of particles are still in the sticky 

zone and they deposit on the tubes. Particles r e a c h g  the third platen have been cooled 

below the sticky temperature and thus they do not have sufficient liquid content to stick 

to tubes. in a fouled boiler, the gas is not cooied effectively due to the presence of the 

deposits on the tubes and the surface temperature of the tubes is higher than the radical 

deformation temperature. Therefore, particles cool l e s  rapidly and as a result particles 



contain a Iarge amount of liquid content at the first platen and tend to slag off the surface 

if they hit the tubes. The particles have sufficient time to cool prior to the second platen 

and soIidify enough to form deposit on the second platen. These results are in agreement 

with literature and other numerical studies [47,54,52]. 



6. Implications 

The major implication of this study is that a particle-tracking algorithm to describe the 

velocity, temperature, and liquid content history of particles is available for deposit 

growth studies in kraft recovery boilers. 

The present study predicts that there is a uniform distribution of small particles across the 

height of the superheater tubes and a higher concentration of larger particles on the upper 

part of the tubes and the top wall. Since smaller particles cool more quickly than larger 

patticles they contain a lower liquid phase and the lack of liquid phase makes the 

particles retain their spherical shape on the tubes. The deposit fomed by small particles 

on the tubes is porous due to îheir solid state resulting in a void between thern, 

consequently, it is easier to remove the deposit by sootblower [46]. On the other hand, 

larger particles contain higher liquid phase even at low chloride content since they cool 

more slowly and therefore, the deposit they fom on the tubes is not easy to remove. This 

suggests that control of large particle entrainment would reduce problematic fouling. 

In a clean boiler, particles with low chloride content might not have sufficient liquid 

content to deposit on the tubes. However in a fouled boiler, the gas is not cooled 

effectively and its temperature is higher, therefore, even the low chloride containhg 

particles or small particles have sufficient iiquid phase to deposit on the tubes. As the 



superhater continues to fou1 the gas temperatures downstream M e r  uicreases. If the 

gas temperature at the boiler bank inlet is elevated above the sticky temperature the 

particles will remain molten resulting in rapid fouling and boiler pluggage. 

At locations in the boiIer where the gas temperature is higher than the radical deformation 

temperature, pariicles with high chloride content form a thinner deposit on the first 

platen. That is because the outer surface of the tubes reaches the particle radical 

defonation temperature more quickly. Particles with very low chloride content do not 

have sufficient liquid content to deposit on the tubes. Therefore there is less deposit 

fonned on the tubes at very high or very low chioride contents. 

It should be noted that these results might not be directly applicable to the recovery boiler 

although they bring some insights into the dynamics of carryover deposition. 

The implications are mostly applicable to the specific recovery boiler geometry 

considered in this model. For example, for boilers with larger bullnose the gas flow field 

and the trajectory of particles would be different resulting in high concentration of large 

particles on the lower part of the tubes. 



7. Conclusions 

An algorithm for tracking the velocity, ternperature, and liquid content of synthetic 

canyover particles (Na2S04-NaCl-K2S04) was integrated within a comrnercially 

available computational fluid dynarnics (CFD) package. The particle-tracking algorithm 

c m  accurately predict the ternperature and liquid content of NatSOdaC1-KzSO4 

containing particles. The algorithm can be easily modified to consider other particle 

compositions with the availability of appropriate themodynarnic data. 

Srnail particles are completely molten when they exit the entrained flow reactor (ER) 

but they may not have sufficient liquid content to adhere to the probe since they cool 

quickly in the non-heated section. Conversely, the larger particles (430 and 590 pm) do 

not reach the complete melting ternperature prior to the exit of the EFR but have a high 

enough liquid content to adhere to the probe since they cool slowly in the non-heated 

section. 

For Na2S04-NaC1 particles above the FMT and below the CMT, the proportion of energy 

absorbed to melt particles increases with chloride content and consequently lower 

chIoride containing particles increase in temperature more rapidly. For the case of 260 

pm particles, the CMT was reached for only the 20 mole% CV(Na+K) case and thus they 

have a higher temperature compare to lower chloride containing particle. 



Although particles containing potassium reached their FMT fastw than the particles with 

no potassium, there is no significant différence between the particle temperatures and 

liquid contents. 

Radiative heat transfer is the dominant mode of heat transier in the non-heated section of 

the EFR. 

The particie-tracking algorithm was successfUIIy impIemented in a three-dimensional 

simplified mode1 of a k n f t  recovery boiler upper fumace. Smail particles (1 50 pm) were 

predicted to distribute unifomly across the height of the superheater tubes, whereas 

larger particles (590 pm) would deposit preferentially on the upper wall and upper half of 

the tubes. 

Ln the clean boiler simuiation, particles are partialiy or completely molten when they 

reach the fmt platen and they stick to the tubes upon impact since the surface 

temperature of the tubes is Iow. As the particles pass through the first platen and cool, 

their temperature is still higher than the sticky temperature and they deposit on the second 

platen. Particles that mach the third platen are below the sticky temperature and wouId 

not deposit. 

in the fouled boiler simulation, the gas is not cooled effectively due to the presence of the 

deposits on the tubes. The deposit insulates the outer surface h m  the cooling effect of 



the tube so the surface temperature increases with thickness. At this point, If particles hit 

the tubes they wouid slag off the surface and the deposits would stop growing. The 

deposit continues to grow on the second platen since its surface temperature is lower than 

the radical deformation temperature. 



8. Recommendations 

Based on the results obtained fiom the present study, the following recommendations can 

be made for fùrther investigations: 

Extending the particle-tracking algorithm to more cornplicated compositions to predict 

more realistic carryover deposition characteristics. 

in the EFR model, change the flue gas temperame and veiocity, and the surface 

temperature of the deposit-collecting probe to investigate their effects on particle 

temperature and liquid content. These results could then be used to M e r  interpret the 

extensive experimental data. 

Apply the particle-tracking algorithm to a more cornplicated and realistic model of the 

upper fumace. 
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Appendix 

Particle tracking algorithm developed to predict particle temperature and liquid content 

was implemented as a userdefined function (UDF) in FluentTM. The code was written in 

C prograrnrning langage. To define a particle k a t  transfer equation, the following 

variable defined in ~ l u e n t ~ ~  is used to cd1 the functions: 

Mefine DEFINE-DPM-LAW(inert_heating, p, ci) 

To track the particle properties the following designations are used: 

p-Dm@) particle diameter 

P m )  particle temperature 

P-MASS@) particle mass 

P-WP)  particle time step 

- The flue gas properties at each ce11 that is visited by the particle can be tracked by the 

following variables: 

c->sHeat specific heat 

c - I i  radiation intensity 

c->mu viscosity 

c->tCond thermal conductivity 

c-Xemp gas temperature 



Al1 the user-defked fuoctions are executed in ~ l u e n t ~  as compiled UDF's. The user- 

defined functions are given in the following pages. 

Case 1: Particle temperature in the EFR with composition of 10 mole% CV(Na+K) 
#inc lude "udf. h" 
#inchde "dpm.hV 
static FILE *fp; 

DEFINE-DPM-LAW(inert_heating,p,ci) 
{ 
float D,M,TI ,H,Pr,Nu,TI4,area,N,w,Q 1 ; 
static float Q,L; 

cphase-state-t *c = &(p-xphase); /* particles interaction with the fluid phase*/ 
ifCp->state.pos[2]<1 .e-12) 

Q=o; 

w=.9* 5.67e-8*areas(c-Ii/(4*567e-8)-TI4); /*radiation heat tramfer+/ 
PR->sHeat*c->mu/c->tCond; l*Prandtl number*l 
Nu=2+.6*sqrt@->Re)*pow(Pr, 113); /*Nusselt number*/ 
H=Nu*c->tCond/D; /*heat transfer coefficient*/ 
Q1=Hearea*(c->temp-TI)+w;l*radiation and convection heat transfer to the particle*/ 
N=Q 1 *P-DT(p)/M; 
Q=Q+N; 
L=18*4.8214/(1157-TI); /*particle liquid content for 10% CV(Na+K)*/ 
if(Q4 1796 1) /* 817961 JKg = enthalpy to change particle phase *l 

{ 
P-T@)=TI+Q 1 *P-DT@)/(M* 136 1); 
L=o; 

1 
else if(Q>817961&& Qe89355 1) 1*89355 1 J/Kg=iatent heat +8 1796 1 *! 

{ 
P-T@)--901; / * k t  melting temperature*/ 
L=LtQl *P - DT@)/(M*222978); 

1 
else if(Q>893551&& L<l&& D O )  /*complete melting temperature*/ 

{ 



Case 2: Particle temperature close to the first platen in the upper furnace with 
composition of 10 mole% Ci/(Na+K) 

include "udfh" 
#include "dpm-h" 
#de fine PI 3.14 
static FILE *QI; 

DEFINE-DPM-LAW(ine-heating,p,ci) 
{ 
float D,M,TI,A,B,V,H7Pr,Nu,T14,area,N; 
float w,Ql,L; 
static float Q; 
static int flag; 

~=.9*5.67e-8*area*(c->G/(4*5.67e-8)-TI4); /*radiation*/ 
PR->sHeat*c->mu/c->tCond; 
Nu=2+.6*sqrt@->Re)*pow(Pr, 1/31; 
H=Nu*c->tCond/D; 
Q1 =H*area*(c->temp-TI)+w; /*radiation and convection heat transfer*/ 



N=Q 1 *P-DT@)/M; 
Q=QiN; 
L=18*4.8214/(1157-TI); /*particle liquid content for 10% CV(Na+K)*/ 
i f (Q~8 17961) /* 8 1796 1 J/Kg = enthalpy to change particle phase *! 

C 
P-T(p)=TI+Q 1 *PDT(p)/(M* 136 1); 
L=O; 

1 
eise ifCQ>81796I && Qc8935S 1) /*893 55 1 JKg=iatent heat +8 1796 1 */ 

{ 
P_T(p)=90 1 ; /*first melting temperature*/ 
L=L+QI *P-DT(p)/(M*222978); 

1 
else if( Q>89355 1 && L e  1 && P O )  /*complete melting temperature*/ 

{ 
P-T(p)=TI+Q I *P-DT@)/(M*(222978* U(l l57-TI)+ 1361)); 
L=18*4.8214/(1157-TI); 

1 
else 
{ 

f -T(p)=TI+Q 1 *P-DT(p)/(MS 1354); 
L=l; 

I 

if(p->state,pos[l]>l3 ) 
{ 
if @->state.pos[0]>5.999 && flag) 

I 
~-fopen("Qoutput.t~t~',~~a'~); 
fprintf(@, " %f %f %f %f%dW,p->state.pos(O],p->state.pos[ll, 

P-T@)-273.IS, L); 
fclose(@); 

1 
flag=0; 

1 
1 

Case 3: Partide temperature in the EFR with composition of IO mole% CV(Na+K) 
and 5 mole% KI(K+Na) 

#inchde "udf.h" 
!+inchde "dpm.hn 
M e h e  PI 3.14 
#deilne size 38 
static FILE * fp; 
sîatic FILE *c@; 



float DM,TI$I,Pr,Nu,TI4,area,N, Z,Ll,T,Y,Xl,X2; 
float Fl3,Fl4,w,Q 1, s[size],L[size]; 
int i; 
static float Q; 
static int j; 

cphase-state-t *c = &(p->cphase); /* particles interaction with the fluid phase*/ 

~.9*5.67e-8*area*(c->G/(4*5.67e-8)-TI4) /*radiation*/ 
PR->sHeat*c->mu/c->tCond; 
Nu=2+.6*sqrt(p->Re)*pow(Pr, 113); 
H=Nu*c->tCond/D; 
Q1=H8area*(c->temp-TI)*; /*radiation and convection heat tramfer*/ 
N=Q I 7-DT@)/M; 
Q=@N 



if(Q<X 1) /* 8 17961 JfKg =enthalpy to change particles phase[ Ql=Cp*(fint-300) ]*/ 
P-T(p)=TX+Ql *P-DT@)/(M* 136 1); 

else if(Q>Xl && QcX2) / *SN55 1 J/Kg=latent heat +8 1796 1 [Q=Ql +latent*L]*/ 
P-Tlp)=s[O]+ l .e-4; / *first melting temperature*/ 

eise 
j=j-1; 

1 
goto start; 

end: 
~open("Qout;lut.t~t~',~'a"); 
fprintf(@, " %f %f %E %f\n" ,p->~tate.pos[2],(P~T(p)-273.15) j, Lu]); 
fciose(fp); 



One example of the thermodynamic data for particles containing 10 mole% CV(Na+K) 

and 5 mole% W(K+Na) is shown below: 

File name: Tm006 
Temperature liquid content 




